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ABSTRACT
THIS DOCUMENT IS APPENDIX B OF THE FINAL REPORT OF THE ORBITAL
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This report contains the results of the analyses conducted by the Space,.:.-
Division of North American Rockwell. 'during the Orbital Operations Study,
Contract NAZ;J9-l2)068, arLd is submitted in accordanc with line item 7 of the
Data fIequirementrl li.stl (D 7').
The data are presented in three volumes and three appendixes for ease
of presentation, handling, and readability. The report format is primarily
study product oriented. This study product format was selected to provide
maximum accessibility of the study results to the potential users. Several
of the designated study tasks resulted in analysis data across elements and
interfacing activities (summary level); and also analysis data for one
specific element and/or interfacing activity (detailed level). Therefore,
the final report was structured to present the study task analysis results
at a consistent level of detail within each separate volume.
The accompanying figure illustrates the product buildup of the study and
the report breakdown. The documents that comprise the reports are described
below:
Volume I - MISSION ANALYSES, contains the following data:
o Generic mission models that identify the potential earth orbit
mission events of all the elements considered in the study
o Potential element pair interactions during on-orbit operations
o Categorized element pair interactions into unique interfacing
activities
Volume II- INTERFACING ACTIVITIES ANALYSIS, contains the following data:
o Cross reference to the mission models presented in Volume I
o Alternate approaches for the interfacing activities
o Design concept models that are adequate to implement the approaches
o Operational procedures to accomplish the approaches
o Functional requirements to accomplish the approaches
o Design influences and preferred approach selection by element pairs.
- iii
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This volume is subdivided into four books or parts which are:
Part 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY - Condensed presentt,lIon or the
signiricant results of' the analyses for a] i. nterfl'LcIng, activitte




o EOS Payload Deployment
o EOS Payload Retraction and Stowage




o Detached Element Operations




o Attached Element Operations
o Attached Element Transport
Volume III
- BASIC VEHICLE SUMMARIES, contains a condensed summary of the
study data pertaining to the following elements:
o Earth Orbital Shuttle
o Space Tug
o Research and Applications Modules
o Modular Space Station
Appendix A - INTERACTIVITY ANALYSES, contains many of the major trades
and analyses conducted in support of the conclusions and
recommendations of the study.
sequence of events of each procedure developed during the
analysis of an interfacing activity.
Appendix C - VEHICT.!LE DESCRIPTIONS AND TaTA 1TrR .. .... . . o .l
of the characteristics of the program elements that were
included in the study (primarily an extraction of the data
in Appendix I of the contract statement of work), and a
bibliography of the published documentation used as
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Appendix B presents all of the operational procedures which have been
developed in the Orbital Operation Study. lEach operational procedure is a
sequence of operations for performing an interfacing a:tLLvity utilizing a
particular alternate approach. The relationship between this appendix and
Volume 1.1 IS shown in Figure 1.0-1. As indicated, this append:Ix. supports
Volume ii with detailed procedures for each of the 14 interfacing activities
included in Volume Ii, and defined in Table 1.0-1.
A list of titles of a total of 38 operational procedures included herein
appears on Table 1.0-2. A procedure has been developed for each unique
alternate approach (see Volume II for discussion of approaches) for each inter-
facing activity. In a few cases it was deemed desirable to generate a single
procedure applicable to two alternate approaches. An example of this is
procedure No. 14-1 which applies equally to both internal and external attach-
ment approaches.
The operational procedures are an end product in themselves. In addition,
they have assisted greatly in the identification of functional requirements
for the various interfacing activities and alternate approaches. These require-
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* DEFINITION OF ACTIVITIES
* MISSION MODEL APPLICABILITY
* ALTERNATE APPROACHES/PROCaDURES
* APPROACH SELECTION SUMMARY
Figure 1.0-1. Relationship of Appendix B to Voltme 11
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Table 1.0-1. I)efinition of Interfacing Actilvities
















The attachment in earth orbit of any two elements
(or modules), including the operations of final
closure prior to contact
The joining together of two or more major parts to
form a particular configuration of a single opera-
tional element in earth orbit, or to facilitate
transport to lunar orbit or hiyh-eniegy earth orbit
The physical uncoupling of two mated elements,
and the subsequent maneuvers required to provide
adequate clearance between elements
The transfer of solid and fluid cargo between two
elements in orbit
The transfer of personnel between two elements
in orbit
The transfer of large quantities of liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen between elements in orbit
The removal of a payload from the orbiter cargo
bay and readying it for operation or separation
The insertion of a payload into the orbiter cargo
bay subsequent to initial mating of the payload to
the orbiter
The transmission of sound, video, and digital/
analog data via space links from element-to-
element and from element-to-ground
The operations required to achieve close proximity
of one element to another for purposes of station-
keeping and/or mating
The maintainin of a predetermined (not neces-
sarily fixed) relative position between two orbiting
elements
Support by one element to another attached
element while the latter is operating or being
serviced, checked out, or stored
The operational support required by a free-flying
element from another element and/or ground control
Support by a major propulsive element to an
attached: payload (element or module) during
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Table 1.0-2. List of Operational Procedures
Interfacing Activity Procedure Procedure Title
Mating 1-1 Direc:t Dock - Manned Element to Manned or Unmanned
Eliei.til
1-2 Manili)llatur - Manlled Eleimneit to Manned or Unmanned
Eloment
1-3 Direct Automllatic Dock - Unmanned Element to
Unmlanned Element
Orbital Assembly 2-1 Module to Unmnanned Element - Shirtsleeve Assembly
2-2 Module to Manned Element - IVA Assembly
2-3 Module to Cislunar Shuttle - Automatic Assembly
Separation 3-1 Jet Translation - Manned Element from Manned or
Unmanned Element
3-2 Manipulator - Manned Element from Manned or
Unmanned Element
3-3 Jet Translation - Unmanned Element from Unmanned
Element
Cargo Transfer 4-1 Manual Unaided - Shirtsleeve
4-2 Manual Unaided- IVA
4-3 Manual Unaided- EVA
4-4 Manual Aided - Shirtsleeve
4-5 Fluid (Plumbed)- Shirtsleeve
Crew Transfer 5-1 Shirtsleeve
5-2 IVA
Propellant Transfer 6-1 Direct Fluid Transfer
6-2 Direct Modular Transfer
EOS Payload Deployment 7-1 Manipulator
7-2 Pivot Mechanism
EOS Payload Retraction and 8-1 Manipulator
Stowage 8-2 Pivot Mechanism
Communications 9-1 Element to Ground - Direct
9-2 Element to Ground - via TDRS
9-3 Element to Element
Rendezvous 10-1 Independent Approach, Passive Element in Control
10-2 Independent Approach, Active Element in Control
10-3 Ground Controlled or Space Controlled
Stationkeep ing 11-1 Autonomous - Both Elements Unmanned
11-2 Ground Controlled - Both Elements Unmanned
Attached Element Operations 12-1 RAM Operations
12-2 Service and Checkout
12-3 Quiescent Storage
Detached Element Operations 13-1 Ground Control - via MSFN
13-2 Ground Control - via MSFN and Relay Orbiting Element
13-3 Ground Control - via TDRS
13-4 Space Control - Element to Element
Attached Element Transport 14-1 Internal or External Attachment
1-4
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2.0 INTERFACING ACTIVITIES
This section presents the operational procedures developed for each of
the 14 interfacing activities in the Orbital Operations Study. In addition,
the applicability of each procedure to each element pair for each activity is
identified and discussed.
The operational procedures and associated data are categorized and docu-
mented herein by interfacing activity. This categorization corresponds with
the breakdown used in Volume II, which this appendix supports. The tables
upon which the procedures are presented include the following information: the
operations presented sequentially, the primary element that is performing each
operation, and the rationale which explains the purpose or need for each oper-
ation.
For each interfacing activity a matrix is included that identifies the
applicability of procedures to the potential interfacing element pairs. These
matrices include 17 elements out of the total study inventory of 25 elements.
A discussion of the reasons for reducing the number of elements for detailed
study, and the rationale used in the element selection process, is presented
in Section 4.0 of Volume I.
2.0-1
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2.1. MATING
This section presents the operational procedures for mating, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identif:led .Ln Volume I..
of tlhis report. Also presented and discussed is thle appI.Lc obillity of thenre
pl)roccdurlt-z4 to cacll e:l.ennL pair Lnc:l.tuded in tlhe in-depth anayts.l.s lporti.on
olf Lc ()rb).Ltal O)peraLtlons Study.
2. 1-1
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2.1..1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
The development of operational procedures for mating required that a num-
ber of considerations be evaluated in order that each of' the possible element
pairs in the study would be applicable to at least one of the developed proced-
ures.
There were three possible manned or unmanned element relat onshlips. Both
of the mating elements could be mannmed, one of the elements could be manned
and the other unmanned, or both elements could be unmanned.
There were also three methods of performing the mating operation. The
operation could be performed using the direct dock method, it could be per-
formed using a special extension-retraction device, or it could be performed
with a manipulator attached to one of the elements. The extension-retraction
device was eliminated from the procedural development in that it was a simpli-
fied manipulator (single degree-of-freedom) and would not provide the proced-
ural depth of a manipulator concept.
A simple matrix, Table 2.1-1 , was prepared and the combinations analyzed
to determine what type procedures needed to be developed.
Table 2.1-1. Possible Procedural Development Array
The use of a manipulator for performing unmanned-to-unmanned berthing
operations did not appear to be a viable option. Most manipulator designs
were developed around force feedback concepts or with man-in-the-loop to
at least perform override functions. Also, those elements that appear to be
candidates for built-in manipulators were elements that would probably be
manned. Therefore, it was ground ruled that manipulator berth of unmanned
elements-to-unmanned elements would not be investigated.
The direct docking concept is performed with one element essentially per-
forming a passive role in that it will probably only hold attitude while the
other element performs the maneuvers necessary to accomplish the dock. Because
only one element will be performing the active operations, particularly at final
docking phases, it was advantageous that the element should be the manned ele-
ment of a manned-unmanned pair. 'Therefore, the procedure for a manned-to-manned
or manned-to-unmanned direct docking would be so very similar that these two






Direct dock X X X
Manipulator berth X X X
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Finally, when the preliminary procedures for manipulator berthing of
manned-to-manned elements and mamnned-to-unmanned elements were developted it
was found that they too were very similar and, like the direct docking, could
also be combined.
Therefore, three procedures were developed: (1) direct docking - manned
elements to manned elements and manned elements to unmanned elements, (2)
direct docking - unmanned elements to unmanned elements, and (3) manipulator
berth - manned elements to manned elements and manned elements to unmanned elements.
Before preparing any procedure it was necessary to select a pair of ele-
ments to use as a model. By doing this, the procedure would not become so
generic that it could fail to uncover detail ambi.guities of specific elements
that may affect design concepts or be sensitive to particular design require-
ments. Since the EOS orbiter could be mated with the full array of study
elements it was concluded that it be used in at least one of the procedures.
The modular space station was the next element selected in that it presented
the most stringent alignment problems with its variety of configurations during
assembly, and because of its always-present interferring appendages that must
be avoided during the mating operations. These two elements were utilized as
the model for the manned direct docking concepts. Since the direct docking
concept was to be evaluated against the manipulator berth concept it followed
that the same elements should be utilized for the manipulator berth procedure
as well, such that the procedural deltas would not be design oriented, but
operationally oriented. For the unmanned element-to-unmanned element direct
docking procedure, two candidate unmanned elements (space tug and detached
research applications module) were selected. Table 2.1-2 shows the final
operational procedures that were developed.




Direct dock One procedure Space tug
to
EOS orbiter to MSS DRAM
DRAM
Manipulator berth One procedure
EOS orbiter to MSS
Procedural Comparison
The mating procedures include capture, attenuation of delta velocities
or impact forces, structural alignment of the mated pair, and configuring of
the interface between the elements for mated operations. The single manipu-
lator procedure was extended to include the transfer of a module from an EOS
orbiter cargo bay into a hard berth on the MSS so that these additional steps
could be analyzed for any new requirements.
2. 1-3 SD 72-SA-0007
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Figure 2.1-1 is a general comparison of a manipulator berth procedure
with a direct docking procedure. Thle central balloons represent common
procedures, whereas, the upper and lower balloons on the page represent pro-
cedural differences. The real difference between the procedures is that the
manipulator procedure is a two-phase operation, involving a capture and trans-
fer and mate, and the direct dock procedure performs capture at the mating
port and effects the mate in essentially the same operation. The manipulator
must null out the relative velocities between the vehicles after capture,
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 1-1
Mating - Direct Dock, Manned Element to Manned Element or Manned Element to
Unmanned Element
This procedure was developed utilizing an EOS orbiter and a modular space
station (MSS) as the model.
AfHiumpt Ions
'1lit* J')S orbl ILer In ccuiillpj.d wlLI (:ontl rol i 4yiytiet wllch b r, ci:irJlmt:ll) wlli
tLlic titrulctUlra;I d.Hlgll 01 Lu ItleILt'ed C I ,.iin LH.
InitLal Conditions:
The EOS orbiter has rendezvoused with the MSS. Running and orientation
lights and communications between the elements have been activated and verified
during the rendezvous activity. All independent preparations required by the
elements to physically configure for the upcoming mate have been performed
(i.e., adapters installed or ports extended, captive latches cocked, mating
port environmental covers opened, TV cameras in place, viewing window covers
opened, cargo bay doors opened, etc.).
Final Conditions:
The mated elements are ready for assembly activities or separation activi-
ties.
Description:
During the mating operation one element assumes the passive role, whereby,
it will only maintain attitude hold while the other element actively performs
the maneuvers to accomplish the dock. For this operation, the EOS orbiter will
assume the "active" role and the MSS, the "passive."
Because the manned MSS can assist with the docking, when it is manned, by
providing backup information, criteria are imposed on the EOS orbiter that may
not be applicable for other dockings (i.e., orbiter illumination).
The direct docking procedure is made up of three primary operations:
(1) precontact, (2) contact, and (3) post-contact).
Precontact operations include initiation of guidance aids, alignment, and
the vehicle maneuvers to accomplish the closing operation. The contact opera-
tion includes physical contact of the docking interfaces, the initial capture
of the vehicles, and the attenuation of the impact energy. Post-contact includes
the mechanical alignment of the mated vehicles and the configuring of the inter-
faces for mated operations.
2.1-6
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OPERATIONAL I'ROCEDURE NO. 1-2
Mating - Manipulator Affixed to Manned i.lment, Other Elemien t can be Manned
or Unmanned
This procedure was developed utilizing an EOS orbiter and a modular space
station (MSS) as the model.
Assump tions
The EOS orbiter equipped with a manipulator does not transfer a module
from the cargo bay directly into a mate with a stationkeeping element; rather
it first berths that element to a port on the EOS orbiter, then performs the
subsequent module transfer operation.
Initial Conditions
The EOS orbiter has rendezvoused with the MSS. Running and orientation
lights and communications between the elements have been activated and veri-
fied during the rendezvous activity. All independent preparations required
by the elements to physically configure for the upcoming mate have been per-
formed (i.e., adapters installed or port extended, capture latches cocked,
mating port environmental coveres opened, TV cameras in place, viewing window
covers opened, cargo bay doors opened, etc.).
Final Conditions
The mated elements are ready for assembly activities or separation
activities.
Description
This operation involves the delivery of a module by a manned transport
element (EOS orbiter) to a manned or unmanned orbiting element (MSS). Through-
out the procedure the EOS orbiter, which contains the manipulator, will be
known as the active element and the MSS as the passive. The procedure is
essentially a two-phase operation. The first phase involves the capture of
the MSS and its subsequent berth to the EOS orbiter. The second phase is the
transfer of the module from the orbiter cargo bay to a berth on the MSS. The
first phase is applicable for any manned element with a manipulator that will
be mating to a manned or unmanned element. Primary operations in the proced-
ure are as follows:
1. Precapture operations - includes orienting elements, statusing
systems, and performing closing operations
2. Capture operations - involves maneuvering of the manipulator to
effect capture of the unmanned element, capture, and after capture
nulling the relative velocities between the elements
3. Berth operations - transfer of the captured element from the
point of capture into a hard mate on the active element
2. 1-16 SD SA
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4. Post-berth operations - configures the berthing port for
temporary mated operations and crew transfer
5. Transfer module to passive element - includes engaging the
module in the cargo bay with the manipulator and maneuvering
it from the bay into a hard berth on the passive element
6. Post berth operatLons - post berth operntltots For the module/



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OI,'ERATIlONAL 11PROCE:DURE NO. .1,-3
Mating - Direct Dock, Unmanned Element to an Unmanned Element
This procedure was developed utilizing a space tug and detached RAM
(DRAM) for a model.
Assumptions
Both elements can be controlled by a remote base (ground or orbital)
utilizing an RF data link. One of the elements is equipped with a television
camera mounted for external viewing. The pictures are transmitted to the
remote base for analysis of the operations.
Initial Conditions
Rendezvous has been accomplished. Communications between the involved
elements (base control, active element, passive element) have been established.
Conditions for mate are acceptable (i.e., communications are acceptable and
no interference expected, mating element subsystems verified, orbital position
is correct).
Final Conditions
The mated elements are ready for maneuver operations.
Description
This procedure directly docks two unmanned elements. Control of the
elements is automatic; however, a remote site (base control) will initiate
particular commands which can maneuver the elements into any required attitude.
Base control will always be able to abort the operation. The procedure assigns
one element the active role which is the element that performs attitude man-
euvers as commanded by base control. For this procedure, the space tug will
assume the active role and the DRAM, the passive. Base control follows the
operation by utilizing TV coverage with the TV camera viewing from the space
tug. A data link from both elements to base control is also available. The
primary operations are as follows:
1. Alignment - includes acquiring the target, guidance and
activation, and alignment of the elements
2. Clos-ing - maneuvers to perform mate
3. Contact - includes contact, capture, and attenuation of the
docking forces
4. Post contact - involves the rigidization of the interface for
subsequent maneuvers. Inhibiting of systems for subsequent
mated operations is part of the attached element transport
procedure.
2. 1-30 SD 72-SA-0007
Space Division
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9|r Space Division004 North American Rockwell
2.1.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILIlY
Each procedure that was developed was reviewed for applicability to the
feasible mating combinations. Figure 2.1-2 shows the results of these
analyses in matrix form.
It is possible to mate all element pairs using either the direct dock or
manipulator berth approach. However, for this analysis it was assumed that
manipulators would not be installed on all elements. Those elements that do
not appear to be candidates for manipulators are the OIS, CPS, RNS, and OPD.
The first three elements which are booster-type vehicles are not candidates
for manipulators in that the secondary advantages gained by manipulators are
not applicable to the type missions performed by these vehicles. The OPD is
not a candidate in that manipulator operations involve a man-in-the-loop
concept and the OPD is an unmanned element. All matings, however, could be
performed utilizing manipulators if a third element with a manipulator is










































































































































































2.2. ORl .'fAL ASSEMBLY
This section presents the operational procedures for Orbital Assembly,
and includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II
of this report. Also presented and discussed is the-applicability of these
procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of
the Orbital Operations Study.
2.2.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Two types of orbital assembly activities must be procedurally evaluated.
One is the physical attachment of modules tol an element for extended opera-
tions. The other is a temporary attachment of modules on an orbiting booster
element (CPS, RNS) for subsequent transport to a higher energy orbit.
The primary operations required to adhieve the assembly of a module are
(1) mate, (2) rigidize the interface, and (3) connect the utilities across
the interface. The extended mate operations involve all three operations,
but the temporary assembly involves only the first two operations. The mating
activity is performed utilizing one of the procedures developed in Section
2.1.1 of this document. The rigidization operation applies to rigidization
that is in addition to the rigidizing that occurs through the normal mating
function. Rigidization for the orbital assembly activity involves such con-
cepts as installing cable tension ties, rigid stiffening members, interconnect
clamps, etc. The operation can be performed IVA, shirtsleeve, or can be an
automatic technique as in the case of using a multiple docking adapter to
provide rigidization across .a number of parallel stacked modules. The develop-
ment of operations for IVA and shirtsleeve rigidization requires that the
rigidization techniques to be employed must be known. That is, the methods
-used to install cable tension -ties would probably be different from those used
to install a rigid member. Therefore, the procedures developed herein go only
to the depth of preparing for the rigidizing. aperation and in one step identi-
fies the rigidization operation. Utilities interconnect involves the mating
of electrical connectors and fluid couplings and verification of the inter-
face.
As noted, the rigidization operation could. he p:rformed IVA, shirtsleeve,
or automatically. For the permanent operation, all three concepts are viable;
however, for the temporary operation the automatic technique appeared to be
the only method that would be universally acceptable. Therefore, the proced-
ure for the temporary assembly operation was developed around an automatic





' North Amencan Rockwell
The mating techniques to be utilized could be either the direct dock or
the manipulator berth. It was arbitrarily decided that the direct dock con-
cept would be utilized for the temporary assembly and the manipulator berth
for the permanent assembly. Since two procedures had to be developed for the
permanent assembly in order to cover shirtsleeve and IVA rigidization tech-
niques, the manipulator for one procedure was placed on the element delivering
the module for assembly and in the other procedure, the manipulator was placed
on the element being assembled.
In order that the full array of assembly operations would be provided
for, It was necessary to have a manned element supporting assembly of a
mannled element and a manned element assueublying an unmanned element.
Finally, it was necessary to identify the supporting elements to model
the procedure around. For the permanent assemblies, the EOS orbiter was
selected and for the temporary assembly, the space tug would be the assembler.
Table 2.2-1 shows the three procedures that were developed and the
variables selected to develop each procedure.
Table 2.2-1. Procedure/Criteria Matrix
Procedural Comparison
As noted, the orbital assembly procedures have been developed around two
different types of assembly operations. One type is the assembly of elements
that are of a permanent nature where man is directly involved in the assembly
of the interface. Figure 2.2-1 outlines the operations for this type of
procedure and shows the deltas if the interface is configured using IVA
techniques as opposed to shirtsleeve operations. The single "mate" balloon
can be performed using any of the mating concepts. The only real differences




Procedure Type of delManning Rigidizing
Type Mate Assy. Support Assy. Support Technique
Elem. Elem. Elem. Elem.
Manipulator EOS
Permanent on transport MSS orbiter Unmanned Manned Shirtsleeve
element
Manipulator EOS
Permanent on assembly MSS orbiter Manned Manned IVA
element




The second type of assembly is the temporary assembly of an element or
portion of an element on an orbiting booster that is used to place an element
into a higher energy orbit. This procedure effectively configures interfaces
utilizing automatic techniques. As shown by the figure, the automatic tech-
nique requires only three operational steps: (1) mate, (2) rigidization,






























































































OPERKATIONAL PKROCEDURE NO. 2-1
Orbltula Asemnbly--Module to Unmanned orbltul Element - Shirtsleeve Interface
This procedure was developed utilizing for a model a manned EOS orbiter
with a manipulator delivering a module to an unmanned modular space station
(MSS) for assembly.
Assumptions
The EOS orbiter equipped with a manipulator does not transfer a module
from the cargo bay directly into a mate with a station keeping element; but
it first berths that element to a port on the EOS orbiter and then performs
the subsequent module transfer operation.
Initial Condition
The EOS orbiter has rendezvoused with the MSS and all preliminary oper-
ations for mating activities have been accomplished.
Final Conditions
The MSS with the module fully assembled in position has separated from
the EOS orbiter and can perform routine operations.
Description of Procedure
This procedure involves the delivery of a module by a manned transport
element (EOS orbiter) to an orbiting unmanned element (MSS). The EOS orbiter
is equipped with a manipulator which it will utilize to capture the MSS and
berth it to a port on the EOS orbiter. After berthing the MSS, the module in
the EOS orbiter cargo bay is transferred and berthed to the MSS. The inter-
face between the MSS and the module is connected and rigidized utilizing
shirtsleeve procedures. The installation is checked out and the EOS orbiter
separates from the MSS.
To provide a more generic title to the elements such that the procedure
can be more universal, the elements will be known as the "active" element
which will be the EOS orbiter, the "passive" element which will be the element













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































().'lRATIONAL I'()ROCI)URKI NO. 2-2
(rlUlCl I AfH.i, .) --Modul'l to Manned O()rbitI.al EIL'LieIlt_ - I.VA InLterface Ass emb
This procedure was developed uttlizLng for a model a manned EOS orbiter
delivering a module to a manned modular space station (MSS) which is equipped
with a manipulator.
Assumptions
The MSS is equipped with both manipulator berthing ports and direct
docking ports.
Initial Conditions
The EOS orbiter has rendezvoused with the MSS and all preliminary oper-
ations for direct docking have been accomplished.
Final Condition
The MSS has separated from the EOS and the module is fully assembled on
the MSS and routine operations can continue.
Description of Procedure
This assembly operation involves the addition of a module to an orbiting
manned MSS. The MSS for this procedure is equipped with a manipulator, how-
ever, particular mating ports have the capability to accept direct dockings.
The module will be delivered by an EOS orbiter. Hookup and rigidization
operations to secure the interface between the MSS and the module are per-
formed IVA. The IVA procedure assumes an airlock between the module and the
MSS proper. Basic procedures for the full operation are as follows:
1. Direct dock EOS orbiter to MSS. The EOS orbiter will function
as the "active" element and the MSS as the "passive."
2. The MSS manipulator will remove the module from the EOS orbiter
cargo bay and berth the module to a temporary holding port on
the MSS.
3. The EOS separates from the MSS utilizing a jet translation
method.
4. The MSS manipulator transfers and berths the module to the
permanent assembly port.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OI'IliA'llAI ONAL I.'IROCEID'URI' No. 2-3
Orbital Assembly--Assembly of Ellement on an Orbi tin[ Boos ter Element
This procedure was developed utilizing for a model an orbiting lunar
station (OLS) that is to be assembled on a chemical propulsion shuttle (CPS).
The assembly is performed using a manned space tug.
Assumptions
The OLS is in a parking orbit fully assembled. The OLS consists of 10
modules of uniform size. The OLS has a central control module which is
capable of maintaining attitude control and will respond to commands from the
space tug or another remote base control. The CPS is parked in the same
orbital plane within close proximity of the OLS. The space tug,without any
special navigation (direct flight), can travel between these two elements.
Initial Conditions
The OLS's module utility interfaces have been disconnected (electrical
and fluid) and tunnels vented. The multiple docking adapters (MDA) that are
to be used in the assembly operation are mated to spare ports on the OLS.
Final Conditions
The OLS is stacked on the CPS and rigidized for subsequent boost to a
higher energy orbit.
Description of Operation:
This procedure defines the operations for assembling an orbiting lunar
station (OLS) on a CPS for delivery to lunar orbit. The assembly is not the
final lunar orbiting configuration, but an arrangement of the modules such
that they can be delivered to lunar orbit in a single launch without damaging
hardware through excessive g-loading. The operation essentially consists of
disassembly of a checked out OLS which is in low earth orbit in close proximity
to the CPS and reassembly of the modules on the CPS. The OLS configuration for
this operation consists of 10 modules of uniform size. The procedure will be
to direct dock a multiple docking adapter (MDA) on the forward port of the CPS,
direct dock five of the modules to this adapter, direct dock another MDA on top
of these modules, direct dock the five remaining modules to this adapter, and
finally direct dock a third MDA to the top of these five modules for additional
stiffness. The multiple docking adapters will be delivered by the EOS orbiter
and stowed at the OLS assembly until use. During disassembly of the OLS either
a special control unit (unmanned) which is docked to the assembly will be main-
taining OLS flight attitude, or the final module to be retrieved and docked to
the CPS will be capable of providing full control of the station. The CPS is
also equipped with an active attitude control system. Both elements can be com-
manded by ground or the space tug to assume selected attitude modes. Figure
2.2-2 shows an overview of the total procedure. To provide the procedure
with a more generic nature, the elements will be referred to as "booster"





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Each procedure that was developed was reviewed for its applicability to
support the feasible assembly conditions. Figure 2.2-3 shows the results of
these analyses in matrix form.
Those interfaces identified by "M" represent an interface where the oper-
ational assembly is solely one of mating. That is, the logistics vehicle
which will assist in the assembly activity by transporting and mating modules
to the identified element. The "SS" identification indicates a shirtsleeve
technique for manual assemblage of an interface between modules. This tech-
nique is applicable where the modules are equipped with 1ife support hardware.
The IVA identification extends the manual assembly capability to modules that
are not equipped to provide a shirtsleeve environment. Finally, the "A"
identifies those assembly operations where interfaces must be connected auto-
matically because IVA or shirtsleeve operations cannot be performed. It can
be seen that in some cases more than one concept is viable.
This matrix is a reduced version of the previous matrices presented in
Volume II. The reduction was due to the deletion of eight elements as dis-
cussed in Section 4.0 of Volume I. It can be seen that those elements utili-
zing automatic assembly techniques are the vehicles that will be assembled
in a temporary complex aboard a booster element rather than in their final
configuration. Also, the modular RNS vehicle which can be assembled in low
earth orbit is an element which, because of its design, does not permit crew
travel to the assemblage point. Those elements that are built up into the
final configuration in low earth orbit can be assembled using either shirt-
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2. 3 SISI'AIA'T.'I.ON
This section presents the operational procedures for separation, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified In Volume IIof
this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these pro-
cedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of the
Orbital Operations Study.
2.3.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Separation can occur between manned elements, between unmanned elements,
and between manned and unmanned elements. Therefore, it was necessary to
develop procedures that encompassed these three possibilities. Because two
different separation concepts are being evaluated, i.e., jet translation
separation and manipulator separation, it was necessary that these concepts be
applied in the procedures development. If jet translation and manipulator
separation are both applicable for the three types of manned and unmanned sep-
arations, it would appear that a total of six procedures should be developed.
However, by applying the following logic the number was reduced. The first
reduction was the elimination of a manipulator separation of two unmanned
elements. The need for this procedure was eliminated because the manipulators
presently being conceived are for man-in-the-loop operations. Also, those
elements that appear to be candidates for built-in manipulators are elements
that would probably be manned. The jet translation separation is performed
with one element essentially performing a passive roll in that it will prob-
ably only hold attitude while the other element separates and translates
clear. Therefore, the operations for a manned element separating from a
manned element should be very similar to those of a manned element separating
from an unmanned element, and the two procedures could be combined. After
developing the initial procedures it was found that the manipulator separation
of a manned element from a manned element was very similar to manipulator sep-
aration of a manned element from an unmanned element. Therefore, these





Before preparing any procedure it was necessary to select a pair of
elements to use as a representative model. By doing this, the procedure would
not become so generic that it could fail to uncover detailed ambiguities of
specific elements that may affect design concepts or be insensitive to
particular design requirements. For the manned element separations, the EOS
Orbiter was selected as one of the elements because this vehicle would be
separating from all of the study elements. The Modular Space Station was
selected as the other element in that it presented the most stringent criteria,
particularly with alignment problems and the always present interfering appendages
that must be avoided during the separation. For the unmanned separating ele-
ments, a Space Tug and a detached Research and Applications Module (RAM), both
candidates for unmanned operations, were selected for the representative model.
The following matrix shows the final selection for operational procedures
development:
Manned From Manned From Unmanned From
Approach Manned Unmanned Unmanned
Jet One procedure Space tug to
Translation EOS Orbiter to MSS DRAM
Manipulator One procedure
Separation EOS Orbiter to MSS
Procedural Comparison
The separation procedures include configuring of the element-to-element
interface for separation, the physical separation of the ports, and the mech-
anical extension or jet translation operation to provide a safe separation
distance between the elements.
Figure 2.3-1 is a general comparison of a manipulator separation pro-
cedure with a jet translation separation procedure. The central bubbles represent
common operations with the bubbles on the upper and lower portion of the page
representing procedural differences. It can be seen that the only real differ-
ence occurs after separation of the mating ports in that the manipulator then
performs the separation by extending the arm, whereas, for a jet translation
separation, the separation is achieved through jet thrusting by one of the
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 3-1
Separation - Jet Translation Separation of a Manned Element From a Manned or
Unmanned Element
This procedure was developed utilizing an EOS Orbiter and a Modular Space
Station (MSS) for the model.
Assumptions
Compatible RF communications and data links are available between the
elements.
Initial Conditions
All checkout of subsystems required for separation and for operations
subsequent to separation have been performed.
Final Conditions
The elements are separated a sufficient distance where safe and relatively
independent operations can occur.
Description
This procedure includes two primary operations, (1) mating port configuring
and (2) jet translation separation activity. Mating port configuring includes
the disconnect of all interfaces, hatch closure and the necessary checks to
verify that physical separation can proceed. Jet translation activity includes
the release of the mating port latches and the active translation by one of
the element (for this procedure the EOS Orbiter will perform the translation).
Prior to separation only one elements'ACS is active. Activation of the other
elements' ACS is performed just prior to physical separation.
In order to identify individual element activities, one element will be
referred to as the active element and the other element, the passive. The
active element will be the manned element when one of the elements is un-
manned. When both elements are manned, the active element will be the element
that performs the translation operation. This procedure has the EOS Orbiter





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 3-2
Separation - Manipulator Separation of a Manned Element From a Manned or
Unmanned Element
This procedure was developed utilizing an EOS Orbiter and a Modular Space
Station (MSS) for the model.
Assumptions
Compatible RF communications and data links are available between the
elements. The active element ACS is being utilized for attitude control, the
passive element ACS is inhibited.
Initial Conditions
All checkout of subsystems required for separation and for operations
subsequent to separation have been performed.
Final Conditions
The elements are separated a sufficient distance where safe and relatively
independent operations can occur.
Description
This operation begins with a manned or unmanned element (MSS) mated to
manned element (EOS Orbiter). The primary operations that occur are configuring
the mating ports for separation, manipulator interconnect with the MSS,
physical separation of the MSS utilizing the manipulator, and final release.
The MSS is a totally passive element (attitude control wise) until just prior
to release by the manipulator.
In order to identify individual element activities, one element will be
referred to as the active element and the other element, the passive. The
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OPEIRATIlONAL I'ROCEDURE NO. 3-3
Separation - Jet Translation Separation of Two Unmanned Elements
This procedure was developed utilizing a Space Tug and a detached-Research
and Applications Module (DRAM) for the model.
Assumptions
An RF data link exists between the ground or a remote base control and
each element.
Initial Conditions
The checkout of subsystems required for separation and for operations
subsequent to separation have been'performed.
Final Conditions
The elements are separated a sufficient distance for safe, independent
operations.
Description
This procedure separates two unmanned elements which are docked to a
common mating port. The only interface existing between the elements is a
mechanical coupling. A remote site (base control) continuously monitors the
operation and transmits commands as required. A TV camera is strategically
located on the space tug to enable base control to view critical operations.
For this operation, one element assumes the passive role in that it does no
maneuvering except attitude hold maneuvers which it performs only after
separation. The other element assumes the active role performing all maneuvers






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Each procedure that was developed was reviewed for applicability to the
feasible separating combinations. Figure 2.3-2 shows the results of these
analyses in matrix form.
It is possible to separate all element pairs using either the jet trans-
lation or manipulator approach. However, for this analysis it was assumed that
manipulators would not be installed on all elements. Those elements that do not
appear to be candidates for manipulators are the OIS, CPS, RNS, and OPD. The
first three elements which are booster type vehicles are not candidates for
manipulators because the secondary advantages gained by manipulators are not
applicable to the type missions performed by these vehicles. The OPD is not a
candidate because manipulator operations involve a man-in-the-loop concept and
the OPD is an unmanned element. All separations, however, could be performed



























































































































































































This section presents the operational procedures for cargo transfer, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II of
this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these pro-
cedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of
the Orbital Operations Study.
2.4.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Cargo transfer operational procedures have been developed for manual
unaided, manual aided, and automatic cargo transfer alternate approaches.
The shirtsleeve, IVA, and EVA manual unaided operational procedures (No. 1,
2, and 3, respectively) preseht the alternative crew operational modes for
the manual unaided alternate approach. Procedure number 4 presents a repre-
sentative operational procedure for the manual aided alternate approach in a
shirtsleeve operational mode. This procedure is applicable also to the auto-
mated alternate approach since the difference between the automated and the
manual aided is only that the former does not require manual translational
energy for movement of cargo items. A representative operational procedure
for fluid cargo transfer is presented in procedure number 5. This procedure
presents the operations for the manual temporary interconnect mode of fluid
transfer. No procedure was written for the automatic plumbed interconnect
since it would be identical to the manual temporary interconnect mode less
the manual interconnect operations.
For the manual aided and the fluid transfer operational procedures,
numbers 4 and 5, respectively, the shirtsleeve crew operational mode was
selected as the most representative. Furthermore, the differences for these
procedures between the shirtsleeve, IVA, and EVA modes would be similar to
the differences for the manual unaided approach, i.e., procedures 1, 2, and 3.
Common operations and procedural deltas between the manual unaided and
the manual aided/automatic are shown in Figure 2.4-1. Procedural deltas for
shirtsleeve and IVA/EVA modes are described under the crew transfer activity
(see Figure 2.5-1). Since the fluid cargo transfer activity has its unique









































Operational Procedure No. 4-1
Cargo Transfer - Manual Unaided in Shirtsleeve Mode
Assumptions
1. Airlock is available at orbiter interface but is not required for
shirtsl.eeve operations.
2. The det:lched RAM Is pressr:l.izable and( I.s capablle of supporting
shirtsleeve crew operations.
3. Cargo transfer requirements are within the capabilities-of manual
unaided transfer methods, i.e., transfer items are small and
quantity of items is few.
4. All subsystems necessary to support crew habitability during trans-
fer operations are provided by element subsystems (i.e., no
portable equipment).
Initial Conditions
1. EOS orbiter (manned) has mated with an unmanned detached RAM and
is in a stabilized attitude mode.
2. Mating operations of elements have been completed.
Final Conditions
Servicing, checkout, and cargo transfer operations have been completed,
and the elements are in a condition for separation.
Description
Manual unaided cargo transfer in a shirtsleeve mode includes operations
associated with manual retrieval, transport, and stowage of cargo items
between elements. This involves such operations as:
1. Activation and checkout of unmanned element and hatchway
controls and displays.
2. Positioning of cargo restraints and cargo.
3. Transfer of cargo and stowage.
4. Retrieval of resupply cargo and return.
5. Stowage of cargo and restraints.
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Operational Procedure No. 4-2
Cargo Transfer - Manual Unaided in an IVA Mode
Assump ti ons
1. The EOS cargo bay doors wi.l1 remain open for normal heat rejection
mode of operation.
2. An EOS airlock will be provided so that LVA operations can occur
between the EOS and the external surface of the satellite.
3. Cargo transfer requirements are within the capabilities of a manual
unaided, IVA suited mode.
4. A second crewman will be employed for backup during IVA operations.
Initial Conditions
1. An unmanned satellite has been retrieved by the EOS orbiter and
positioned and stabilized into the cargo bay by the manipulator.
2. The manipulator has positioned a hardline interconnect between the
elements to allow EOS orbiter monitoring and safing of satellite
subsystems.
3. Mobility aids and restraint devices are prepositioned along transfer
path and at cargo bay/satellite.
4. IVA operations will utilize 3.7 psig umbilically supported pressure
suits. This will provide the worse case IVA operations, i.e.,
utilizing suits of 8.0 and above psig will eliminate equipment and
operations required for prebreathing.
Final Conditions
The satellite cargo transfer and resupply operations have been completed
and interface access has been terminated.
Description
Manual unaided cargo transfer in an IVA mode includes operations
associated with manual retrieval, transport, and stowage of cargo items
between elements in an IVA pressure suited mode. This involves such
operations as:
1. Activation and checkout of unmanned element, and airlock and hatchway
controls/displays.





' North American Rockwell
3. Transfer of cargo items and stowage.
4. Retrieval of resupply cargo and return to airlock.
5. Stowage of cargo and restraints and perform pressurization
operations.
6. Deactivation of unmanned element.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Operational Procedure No. 4-3
Cargo Transfer - Manual Unaided in an EVA Mode
Assumptions
I. (Cargo Items to ble transferred are within the lanmdling capabilities
or n manunli. unli.dledl, EVA suii:ted mode.
2. EVA operations will be conducted using a 3.7 psig pressure suit and
a portable life support system (PLSS). This allows for the worse
case conditions as an 8.0 and above psig suit will eliminate equip-
ment and operations required for prebreathing, and utilizing
umbilicals will eliminate donning of the PLSS (back packs).
3. A second crewman will be employed for backup during EVA operations.
Initial conditions
1. The tug has established a hardline interconnect with the satellite
to monitor subsystem status.
2. The satellite is positioned within reach of an EVA crewman without
requiring free space transfer.
3. A space base tug (manned) has retrieved an unmanned satellite by
an onboard manipulator and positioned it adjacent to the EVA
airlock egress hatch.
Final Conditions
EVA operations to the satellite have been completed and the satellite is
in a condition for separation.
Description
Manual unaided cargo transfer in an EVA mode includes operations required
for retrieval, transport, and stowage of cargo items between elements in an
EVA suited mode. This includes such operations as:
1. Activation and checkout of unmanned element, airlock and hatchway
controls/displays, and external EVA lighting.
2. Donning of suits and back packs, prebreathing, and performing
depressurization operations and checkout.
3. Transfer of cargo item and stowage.
4. Retrieval of resupply cargo items and return to airlock
5. Stowage of cargo and restraints and perform pressurization operations.
2.4-17
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6. Deactivation of unmanned element.
7. Removal and service of suits and( back packs and deactivation of
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Operational Procedure No. 4-4
Cargo Transfer - Manual aided in a Shirtsleeve Mode
Assumptions
1. A guide rail system will be utilized as the mechanical aid for
transfer of cargo items between elements. Manual translation will
provide energy for movement ofr cargo items.
2. The 1RAl M Is pressurlzabl e and 18 c:apable of supporting slilrtsleeve
crew operations.
3. Cargo transfer requirements are within the capabilities of manual
aided transfer methods.
Initial Conditions
1. An unmanned detached RAM has mated with a manned modular space
station (MSS).
2. Mating operations of elements have been completed.
3. Element has been pressurized, hatches are open, and subsystems
necessary to support crew habitability have been activated and
verified.
Final Conditions
Unmanned element is in a condition where subsystems required to support
shirtsleeve operations can be terminated.
Description
Manual aided cargo transfer in a shirtsleeve mode includes those operations
required to prepare and checkout the transfer mechanism, and to position,
transfer, and stow cargo items between elements. This involves such operations
as:
1. Deployment and checkout of transfer mechanism.
2. Positioning cargo and operating transfer mechanism.
3. Retrieval of cargo.
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Operational Procedure No. 4-5
Cargo Transfer - Fluid (plumbed) in a Shirtsleeve Mode - Manual Unaided
Temporary Interconnect
Assumptions
1. Crew access between elements can occur, i.e., both elements are
manned.
Initial Conditions
1. The EOS orbiter (active) has positioned the attached RAM.
2. Crew restraint devices are pre-positioned at interface
worksite.
3. All subsystems have been activated to support crew
habitability at interface.
Final Condition
Fluid transfer operations have been completed.
Description
Fluid transfer in a shirtsleeve mode includes those operations required
for crew connection of lines at the interface worksite, and'control and
monitor of the fluid flow between elements. This involves such operations
as:
1. Positioning and adjustment of crew restraint devices at worksite.
2. Alignment and verification of electrical and fluid interconnections.
3. Extend and engage gaseous and liquid flow lines.
4. Purge of compressor and transfer lines and monitor.
5. Perform fluid transfer and monitor expulsion/fill rate.
6. Terminate fluid transfer and purge lines.
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2.4.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
Figure 2.4-2 presents the cargo transfer procedure applicability for
each of the element-to-element interfaces. The matrix indicates where the
manual unaided (shirtsleeve, IVA, and EVA) and manual aided procedures apply
for manned-to-unmanned and manned-to-manned interfaces. In general, all the
manned-to-unmanned element cargo transfer applicable'interfaces with an air-
lock can support shirtsleeve and IVA manual unaided, manual aided, and fluid
transfer.
It is assumed that depressurization of an entire habitable volume is a
contingency only operation and normal IVA or EVA operations would only occur
with a dedicated airlock.
The manned-to-unmanned interfaces involving a returnable and resupply
satellite can involve the manual unaided EVA procedure in addition to the
other procedures for manned-to-unmanned interfaces with an airlock. All
manned-to-manned cargo transfer applicable interfaces may involve shirtsleeve
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2.5 CREW TRANSFER
This section presents the operational procedures for crew transfer, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II of
this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these pro-
cedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of the
Orbital Operations Study.
2.5.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Crew transfer operational procedures are included for shirtsleeve and
IVA alternate approaches. The shirtsleeve procedure considers the transfer
operation between an EOS orbiter (manned) and an unmanned detached RAM. This
element pair requires pressurization of the unmanned element to establish a
habitable environment. These operations would be in addition to those required
for two manned elements which would involve activation checkout, and pressuri-
zation of the interfacing tunnel, and crew movement and performance of work
tasks.
The procedure for the IVA alternate approach involves crew transfer in
an IVA suited mode between an EOS orbiter (manned) and an unmanned modular
space station (MSS). In lieu of module pressurization operations required
for shirtsleeve crew transfer, operations for airlock depressurization/
pressurization and suit operations are required for the IVA mode. The
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Operational Procedure No. 5-1
Crew Transfer - Shirtsleeve
Assumptions
1. A second crew member will be employed as a backup if operations-are
hazardous.
2. Airlock will be available at EOS, interface but is not required for
shirtsleeve operations.
3. All subsystems necessary to support crew habitability during trans-
fer operations are provided by element subsystems (i.e., no portable
equipment).
4. Detached RAM is pressurizable and can support shirtsleeve crew
operations compatible with that of the EOS orbiter.
Initial Conditions
1. EOS orbiter has mated with an unmanned detached RAM.
2. Mating operations of elements have been completed.
Final Conditions
Elements are in a condition for separation.
Description
Shirtsleeve crew transfer includes those operations associated with crew move-
ment from one element to a worksite of the other element to perform a required
task and returning. This would include such operations as:
1. Activation of hatchway controls/displays
2. Activation and checkout of unmanned element.
3. Perform pressurization operations of tunnel and unmanned element.
4. Use of a backup crew member if hazardous.
5. Transfer to worksite and perform required tasks.
6. Return to manned element and perform depressurization operations
and checkout.
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Operational Procedure No. 5-2
Crew Transfer - IVA
Assurnmt ions
1. Airlock is provided as an interface between elements.
2. IVA operations will utilize 3.7 psig umbilically supported pressure
suits. The 3.7 suit will show the worse case IVA operations, i.e.,
utilizing suits of 8.0 and above psig will eliminate equipment and
operations required for pre-breathing.
3. Permanently installed lighting is provided along transfer routes
and at worksite(s). Portable lighting may be used for some
operations but is not recommended.
4. A second crewman will be employed as a backup.
Initial Conditions
1. EOS orbiter has mated with an unmanned Modular Space Station (MSS).
2. Hard mating operations of elements have been completed.
- 3. Mobility aids and restraint devices are prepositioned along transfer
path and at worksites.
Final Conditions
Elements are in a condition for separation.
Description
IVA crew transfer includes those operations associated with pressure suit IVA:
movement from an airlock of one element to·a worksite of the other element
to perform a required task and returning. This would include such operations
as:
1. Activation of airlock/hatchway controls and displays.
2. Activation and checkout of unmanned element.
3. Donning of suits, pre-breathing, and performing depressurization
operations and checkout.
4. Transfer to worksite and perform required tasks.
5. Return to airlock and perform pressurization operations.
6. Deactivation of unmanned element subsystems.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.5-2 presents the crew transfer procedure applicability for each
of the element-to-element interfaces. The matrix indicates where shirtsleeve
and IVA operational procedures apply for manned-to-unmanned and manned-to-
manned interfaces. In general, all manned-to-unmanned element crew transfer
applicable interfaces with an airlock will accommodate both shirtsleeve and
IVA transfer operations; those interfaces without an airlock can only accom-
modate the shirtsleeve mode. All manned-to-manned crew transfer applicable
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2.6 PROPELLANT TRANSFER
This section presents the operational procedures for propellant transfer,
and includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II
of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these
procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of
the Orbital Operations Study.
2.6.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Introduction
Essentially, two general procedures are indicated for delivery of propel-
lants to elements in earth orbit. '1lhese are delivered by fluid transfer
through propellant lines or by transfer of the propellant and its container
(tank or module) as an integral unit. Any combination forms of delivery will
still be based upon these two fundamental delivery procedures. Whichever
method of transfer is used, the transfer may be made directly from a source
element (e;.g., orbiter tanker) to a user element (e.g., space-based tug).
Other source and receiver elements and intermediate transfers to a depot may
also be utilized to accomplish either of the two delivery procedures. The use,
of a depot can involve storage for later retransfer; if such transfer is by
container, it may be transferred later to a user vehicle by modular transfer,
or pumped through the depot to the user vehicle by fluid transfer.
Essential differences between the two delivery procedures involve
basically the operations involved in transferring the propellant after
initial mating of the two elements is accomplished. In fluid transfer, pro-
pellant and system lines are extended through the mating interface, controlled
flow is implemented through ullage, pressurization, settling, chilling down,
and filling operations. In modular transfer, a number of tank matings and
separations may be involved, utilizing deployment mechanism operations and
the use of a temporary tank holding port on one of the elements during the
transfer procedure.
The procedures for direct fluid and module transfer from an orbiter
tanker to a space-based tug are described in the following procedures, No.
6-1 and No. 6-2. Mating is a prerequisite to initiating propellant transfer,
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Operational Procedure NO. 6-1
Propellant Transfer - Direct Fluid Transfer - Orbiter Tanker To Space-Based Tug
1. Concept involves direct transfer of liquid hydrogen and
oxygen propellants at low earth orbit from an Orbiter Tanker
to a Space-Based Tug for refueling to continue performing
its payload mission.
2. It is assumed that all activities and operations prior to actual
propellant transfer operation have been made and both vehicles
are ready for transfer.
3. It is assumed that the orbiter tanker will be the control center
for all transfer operations involving either or both interfacing
elements.
Initial Conditions
1. Mating between the space tug to be refueled and the orbiter
tanker has been completed.
2. The orbiter is maintaining attitude hold and the tug is in
free drift mode.
3. Rigidity and alignment of connections have been checked out.
Final Conditions
1. After completion of propellant transfer, the elements are ready
to separate.
Description
1. This procedure commences after hard docking the vehicles and
rigidizing with the docking fixtures. The docking interfaces
are provided with line interconnect fixtures. A triangular move-
able rack on the orbiter fixutre is extended toward the tug
stationary fixture and indexing probes are engaged. The extension
is continued until the electrical connectors on the fixtures are
engaged. Then by means of line extension bellows, the propellant
and system lines are extended and all connections verified for
engagement and alignment. The operational sequence for propellant
transfer may now be made and basically consists of transfer pre-
paration and checkout, propellant settling (e.g., spinup),
pressurization, purging and chilldown, transfer, transfer line
draining, depressurization, spindown, checkout and secure. During
these operations sensors monitor operation, controls initiate and




physical and operational means are provided for safety. Dis-
engagement and separation take place after the transfer is
completed and verified. Figure 2.6-1 shows a block flow
diagram of the procedure involved.
2. The operational sequences for direct propellant transfer
between other vehicles and between an OPD and a vehicle are
basically the same, differing mainly in transfer time, rate
of transfer and number of flights and refills required.
3. Operational Procedure Number 6-1 shows the detailed sequence
of operations for direct fluid propellant transfer from a
source element (orbiter) to a receiving element (tug), including
the element performing the operation, the rationale for the
operation, and the reference to the functional requirements








Figure 2.6-1. Block Diagram of Propellant Transfer Procedure
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Operational Procedure No. 6-2
Propellant Transfer - Direct Modular Transfer - EOS Orbiter to Space-Based Tug
Assumptions
1. Concept involves direct modular transfer of liquid hydrogen and
oxygen propellants at low earth orbit from an Orbiter to a Space-
Based Tug for refueling to continue performing its payload mission.
2. It is assumed that all activities and operations prior to actual
propellant transfer have been made and both vehicles are ready for
the transfer.
3. It is assumed that the orbiter will be the control center for all
transfer operations involving either or both interfacing elements.
4. It is assumed that a combination of manipulator arm and pivoting
platform mechanisms are available for deployment and retrieval of
the full and empty propellant module tanks to and from'internal
(cargo bay) or external attachments or holding ports on the orbiter
and tug.
5. It is assumed that the propellant tank sets (modules) are equipped
with compatible neuter docking mechanisms on both ends to facilitate
multiple transfer maneuvers.
Initial Conditions
1. The tug must be'coasting with empty tank set attached to the nose of
the propulsion and control stage when the orbiter mates with it.
2. Rigidity and alignment of mating connections have been checked :out.
Final Conditions -
1. After completion of propellant module transfer the elements are ready
to separate.
Description
1. This procedure commences after the vehicles rendezvous and maintain
requisite attitude for mating and propellant module transfer.
Orbiter maneuvers to place its docking mechanism directly opposite
that on the end of the tug empty tank set, then uses its manipulator
arms to attach and mate the empty tank set to a temporary holding
port. The elements separate with the orbiter holding the empty tank
set on a temporary holding port. The orbiter then uses the pivoting
platform to deploy the full tank set from the cargo bay and maneuvers
to place it in docking position to tug. The manipulator arms will
detach from the empty tank set to attach to the tug and assist in
alignment and mating of the full tank set to the tug. The orbiter
2. 6-9 SD 72-SA-0007
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separates again and attaches the manipulator arms to the empty tank
set, then maneuvers to mate the empty tank set on the orbiter tem-
porary port to the full tank set on tug and the orbiter separates
leaving both tanks attached to the tug. Now the orbiter maneuvers
to bring the pivoting mechanism in line with and to mate with the
empty tank set on tug. After this mating operation, the orbiter
separates with the empty tank set and retracts the pivoting platform
to stow the empty tank set into the cargo bay, leaving the tug with
the full tank set to proceed on its mission or to stationkeep while
awaiting a second propellant module transfer. Figure 2.6-2 shows
a block diagram of the procedures involved.
2. The operational sequences for direct propellant module transfer
between other vehicles and between a depot and vehicle are basically
the same, differing mainly in transfer time, rate of transfer, and
number of flights and modules required.
3. Operational Procedure 6-2 shows the detailed sequence of operations
for direct propellant module transfer from a source element (orbiter)
to a receiving element (tug), including the element performing the
operation, the rationale for the operation, and the reference to the
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2.6.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
Figure 2.6-3 suminarizes the procedureF devel.opcel for each of the two
alternate approacllht4 for i)rop.l.luant transfer. The two procedurcs halve essen-
tlalLy nothing JIl common other Llhan tie Inltlial operation of mating the
tanker (supplier) to the user element. The fluid transfer procedure Involves
the unique operations of connecting fluid lines between the elements, provid-
ing the ul'lage force, transferring the propellants through lines and termin-
ating fluid transfer operations. The modular transfer procedure involves a
series of matings, separations, and maneuvers related to the handling of the
module.
Figure 2.6-4 presents in matrix format the procedures applicable to the
interfacing elements in the space vehicle inventory. Moving to the right in
the upper half of the figure is the list of potential recipients of large
quantities of propellant, supplied by one of the elements in the vertical list.
Moving downward in the bottom half of the figure is the list of potential
suppliers of large quantities of propellant to one of the elements in the
horizontal list. Of the 17 elements listed, at least 4 are potential suppliers
and/or recipients of large quantities of propellants. Recipients include the
space-based propulsive vehicles (space-based tug, CPS/CLS, RNS) and the OPD.
Suppliers include the EOS orbiter, space-based tug, earth orbit resupply mod-
ule, and OPD. The OPD and the space-based tug may act either as supplier or
receiver of propellant.
Within each coordinate box in the matrix an entry is shown, indicating
the applicable propellant transfer procedure for the pair of interfacing
elements involved. Of 14 interfacing element pair interactions identified
for propellant transfer, the 4 involving the EO resupply module (acting only
as a supplier to space-based tug, CPS/CLS, RNS and OPD) may be serviced only
by a direct fluid transfer procedure (Procedure Number 6-1). The other 10
element pairs may be serviced by either a direct fluid transfer (Procedure
Number 6-1) or by a direct modular transfer procedure (Procedure Number 6-2),
of which 7 will involve tanker delivery (4 by EOS orbiter, 3 by space-based
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2.7 EOS PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT
This section presents the operational procedures for EOS Payload
Deployment, and includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified
in Volume II of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability
of these procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis
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2.7.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Two operational procedures were developed for EOS payload
deployment, one for each of the conceptual approaches. Procedure
number 7-1 applies to the EOS equipped with a manipulator. Procedure
number 7-2, is applicable to the EOS with a pivoting mechanism in the
cargo bay.
Assumptions
The following major assumptions were used in developing the
operational procedures. The second assumption applies to the manipulator
concept only:
(a) Solar illumination not available or inadequate. The
procedure was developed with contingencies being planned
to handle the situation when either insufficient solar
illumination existed or the procedure was required during
the night part of an orbit.
(b) Second manipulator arm for backup only. The EOS models
utilized in the development of this procedure had a
manipulator concept with two arms. All procedural steps
were designed capable of being accomplished with a single
failure. Each manipulator arm was considered to be a
single failure. Therefore, the assumption was made that
the operations would be developed with the second arm
being considered for backup only.
Initial Conditions
The following initial conditions are applicable to both
procedures.
(a) Communication and data links have been established between
the EOS and any program element that the payload is being
delivered to.
(b) The final phases of rendezvous are completed. The
procedure is subsequent to rendezvous of the shuttle to
the system receiving the payload or after specific payload
deployment position (attitude, inclination) has been
acquired.
(c) The EOS cargo bay doors are open to permit active
thermal control via door mounted radiators.
2. 7-2
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Final Conditions
The following two major final conditions apply to both procedures.
(a) Payload separation complete on a manner that does not preclude
retrieval of the payload just released or a subsequent payload.
Separation of plumbing and wiring connections shall leave
them in a state such that they can be reused. Some missions
require retrieval of the same payload as deployed on that
mission (e.g., ground based tug missions). In these cases,
hardware communication links and propellant purge and vent
lines would be reconnected.
(b) Verification of payload operational status-after the release
of the payload and prior to the EOS return to Earth the EOS
will have to utilize communication links and possible visual
observation to determine the operational status of the payload.
Description of Procedures
The procedures for EOS Payload Deployment were written utilizing
two approaches. Each of these approaches is developed with one of
selected alternatives; manipulation (procedure 7-1) and the pivot
mechanism (procedure 7-2). Both procedural approaches have operations
that potentially involve other interfacing activities (mating [2.1]
attached element operations [2.123 and separation [2.3]). These inter-
faces were handled by reference only. The following two sections are
descriptions of each procedure.
A. Procedure No. 7-1 (Manipulator Approach)
This procedure contains 30 operations that commence with activation
of the manipulator subsystems through the stowing of the manipulator and
the deactivation of the subsystem. There are three BY-PASSES (see
Figure 2.7-1 in the logic flow. These By-Passes relate to the adapter
and are utilized if the intention of the mission is strictly payload
deployment without a requirement for crew ingress. The charts that
follow the flow diagram contain remarks and rationale relating to each
operations step of the procedure. The procedure was written to handle all
activities associated with deployment of EOS cargo bay compatible payloads.
It also has a recycle feature designed to the payload to facilitate the
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B. Procedure No. 7-2 (Pivot Mechanism)
This procedure (7-2) contains 9 operations that commence with reading
the cargo bay for deployment throdgh the securring of the pivot mechanism
for Earth return. As in the procedure that was developed for the manipu-
lator approach this procedure contains a By-Pass that is utilized if no
crew ingress is required prior to deployment. It also contains a recycling
to allow for multiple deployments. A description of the remarks and
rationale for each operation of the procedure is contained on the pages
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Three distinct types of commonality analyses will be reported in
this paragraph. The first commonality is between EOS payload deployment
and EOS payload retraction and stowage. The majority of EOS flights will
perform both deployment and retraction on the same mission. A second
commonality analysis was also conducted for both the manipulator and the
pivot mechanism approaches. Some operational aldvantages were uncovered
for each approach. The third commonality analysis to be reported is the
applicability of the procedure(s) to the specific payload elements
identified in the matrices. The combined deployment/retraction and
stowage procedure developed as part of the first commonality analysis was
used for this task.
A. EOS Payload Deployment/Retraction & Stowage Commonality
Both scheduled and unscheduled activities were investigated for
examples where the deployment and retraction of EOS payload is required
as part of the same mission. The following briefly shows some of the




Examples (1) MSS cargo module exchange
(2) MSS power module exchange
(3) OPD propellant module exchange
b. Element Replacement
Examples (1) TDRS replacement
(2) Space based tug replacement
c. Routine Service
Examples (1) Detached RAM resupply
(2) Tug resupply
d. Multiple Elements
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2. Unscheduled Activities
a. Rescue
Examples (1) EOS rescue
(2) MSS rescue
b. Maintenance
Examples (1) Detached RAM
(2) Space tug
The examples identified create the need for a common deployment
and retraction procedure. However, there are many additional examples
where only a deployment or a retraction activity is required. Therefore,
a common procedure must include the following five separate operational
options:
1. Deploy payload only
2. Retract and stow payload only
3. Deploy one payload, then retract and stow a second payload
4. Retract and stow one payload, then deploy a second payload
5. Retract a payload (service) then redeploy the same payload
All options except (4) can be performed with either a manipulator
or a pivot mechanism. Option (4) would not be practical with the current
design concepts of the pivot mechanism. Options 3 and 4 cover two
separate payloads while option 5 is for a single payload.
Figure 2.7-3 shows the procedural steps for each of the operational
options. A procedure flow diagram was prepared for both the manipulator
approach and the pivot mechanism approach.
Manipulator Approach (Refer to,Figure 2.7-3)
The first three steps are basic to either a deployment or retraction
activity. At step 4, either a deployment path (4D) or a retraction path
can be followed (4R). Steps Al through A6 represent a side path for either
deployment or retraction where a payload adapter is required and the
payload is to be placed at the external airlock. Steps 5D through 8D
cover the preparation of the payload for removal from the cargo bay.
Steps 5R through 8R cover the operations associated with attaching the
manipulator to the payload. Steps B1 through B7 include the operations
required during service at an external airlock for the following: (1)
Prior to initial deployment, (2) Prior to redeployment, or (3) Prior to
retraction and stowage in the cargo bay. If no service is required at
the external airlock, a direct path can be taken from step 8 to step 9.
Steps 9D through 12D cover the operations for both the deployment and
the redeployment options. A recycle path from step 12D to step 4D is
provided to include the deployment of subsequent payloads. Steps 9R
through 12R cover the positioning of a retrieval in the cargo bay.
A recycle path back to step 4R is provided for the retraction of
subsequent payloads. Steps A7 through A12 cover the operations with the
2. 7-20
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removal of the payload adapter from the external airlock and the stowage
in the cargo bay. These steps are companion to Al through A6 and only
exist if an adapter is required. The remaining two steps (13 & 14) are
the reverse steps 1 & 3, and cover the manipulator stowage and
deactivation which is common to either deployment or retraction.
Figure 2.7-4 illustrates the five major operational options
represented by the basic procedure. Each of the numbered circles
corresponds to an operational block of the procedure. This figure
illustrates how the procedure can be used for each option that the various
payloads may require. The options 1 through 5 will be used in subsequent
matrices to show applicability to the EOS payloads as a result of the
third phase of the commonality analyses.
Pivot Mechanism Approach (Refer to Figure 2.7-3)
This procedure is structured in a format similar to the manipulator
approach previously discussed. The operational blocks with the letter
"D" are for deployment with the "R" designator for retraction and stowage.
Steps Al, A2, and A3 are provided for the case where manned ingress is
required as part of the service prior to either deployment or retraction
with the payload pivoted out of the cargo, bay.
Operational Option number 4, retract and stow one payload, then
deploy a second payload, is not possible with the current pivot mechanism
and cargo bay configuration. The remaining four options are applicable
as follows.
Option 1 - Deploy payload only
Sequence 1, 2D, 3D, 4D, 8D, Al, A2, A3a, 9D, 10D, llD
Option 2 - Retract and stow payload only
Sequence 1, 2R, 3R, 4R, 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, Al, A2, A3b, 9R, 10R
Option 3 - Deploy one payload, then retract and stow a second payload
Sequence 1, 2D, 3D, 4D, 8D, Al, A2, A3a, 9D, 10D, 2R, 3R,
4R, 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, Al, A2, A3b, 9R, 1OR
Option 5 - Retract a payload (service), then redeploy same payload
Sequence 1, 2R, 3R, 4R, 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, Al, A2, A3a, 9D,
10D, 11D :
B. Manipulator and Pivot Mechanism Approach Commonality
The manipulator approach has an apparent operational advantage
associated with the deployment and/or retrieval of multiple payload on the
same mission. No current requirement for this multiple payload option
has been identified. This study is constructed to considered pairs of
orbital elements; therefore, no penetration was: conducted to derive a
requirement. The pivot mechanism could be augmented with a special device
to permit multiple payload deployment; however, the retraction and stowage
















































































































case would be the most difficult design case.
The pivot mechanism has an apparent operational advantage for the
case where crew ingress and/or checkout of a payload must be conducted
with the payload out of the cargo bay. The interface remains intact through-
out the transfer of the payload from the cargo bay to the 90° deployment
position. The manipulator approach requires a complete separation and
reconfiguration of the interface at an external airlock.
The pivot mechanism does not readily permit the operational option
of retracting and stowing one payload prior to deployment of a second
payload during the same mission. This apparent operational disadvantage
may not be significant as no known requirement for this option has been
uncovered during this study.
The following commonality exists between selected operational steps
of the manipulator and pivot mechanism procedures.
Table 2.7-1. Commonality Comparison
Table 2.7-1 shows that only a small degree of commonality
between the two procedural methods at the detail function level.
exists
C. Operational Procedure Applicability
The five separate operational options combined with both manipulator
and pivot mechanism approaches combine for a total of 10 possible procedures
for each payload element. The matrix of Figure 2.7-5 shows the
applicability of each of the 10 procedure alternates to the payload




Common Function (Refer to Figure 2.7-3) Operation I peration
Illuminate cargo bay 2 1
Transmit payload conditioning commands 5R 3R
Verify payload retrieval condition 6R 4R
Prepare for crew ingress B4 Al
Ingress and perform service B5 A2
Condition payload for deployment B6a A3a
Condition payload for earth return B6b A3b
Verify payload operational status 12D 10D
ant Space Division
North American Rockwell
manipulator applicability and the ordinate displaying the pivot mechanism
applicability. A summation of both ordinate and abscissa for identical coded
blocks will indicate how many of the procedure alternates are possible for each
payload element. The returnable tug for example has all five manipulator pro-
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2.8 EOS PAYLOAD RETRACTION AND STOWAGE
This section presents the operational procedures for EOS Payload
Retraction and Stowage, and includes one procedure for each alternate approach
identified in Volume II of this report. Also presented and discussed is the
applicability of these procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth
analysis portion of the Orbital Operations Study.
2.8.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Two operational procedures were developed for EOS Payload Retraction and
Stowage, one for each of the conceptual approaches. Procedure number 8-1
applies to the EOS equipped with a manipulator. Procedure number 8-2 is
applicable to the EOS with a pivoting mechanism in the cargo bay.
Assumptions
The following three major assumptions were used in developing the opera-
tional procedures. The third assumption applies to the manipulator concept
only:
a. A cooperative payload state is achievable. The commands
(whether from the ground or the EOS) required to ready the
payload in a mode/condition for retrieval were assumed to
exist and function. Non-cooperative payloads were considered
beyond the scope of this procedure.
b. Solar illumination not available or inadequate. The procedure
was developed with contingencies of artificial light being
planned to handle the situation when either insufficient solar
illumination existed or the procedures was required during the
dark part of an orbit.
c. Second manipulator arm for backup only. The EOS models
utilized in the development of this procedure had manipulator
concepts with two arms. All procedural steps were designed
capable of being accomplished with a single failure. Each
manipulator arm was considered to be a potential single
failure. Therefore, the assumption was developed that the
second manipulator arm was considered for backup only.
2.8-1
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Initial Conditions
The following initial conditions apply to both procedures:
a. Communications and data links have been established between the
EOS and any program element that is being retrieved.
b. The final phase of rendezvous are completed. The procedure is sub-
sequent to rendezvous of the EOS to the system delivering the
payload or after specific payload retrieval position (altitude,
inclination) has been acquired.
c. The EOS cargo bay doors are open to permit active thermal control
via door mounted radiators.
Final Conditions
The following two major final conditions apply to both procedures:
a. Payload secured in cargo bay. Once the payload has been retrieved
and stowed, the EOS will provide retention devices. The EOS will
verify that the payload is secured and ready for transfer.
b. Monitoring/service umbilicals connected to provide the support
necessary to service the payload and determine its status prior
to final disposition (earth return or possible redeployment), the
service lines and umbilicals necessary to accomplish this will have
to be connected and secured.
Description of Procedures
The procedures for EOS payload retraction and stowage were written in
the same manner as the Payload Deployment procedures. There are two pro-
cedures: one utilizing manipulation (8-1), the other a pivot mechanism
(8-2). The following two paragraphs describe the unique features of each
procedure approach.
a. Procedure No. 8-1 (Manipulator Approach)
This procedure contains 35 operations. The flow diagram, Figure
2.8-1 , contains three by-passes that are utilized if the mission
does not require manning of the payload. Also referenced were two
interfacing activities (Attached Element Operations 2.12, and
Separation 2.3). The Attached Element Operations were referenced
for those operations that would be utilized if crew ingress of a
payload is required. The Separation procedure is referenced to
cover the operations involved with the removal of an adapter
located on the cockpit airlock. The remarks/rationale for each
operation of the procedure are described in the following paragraphs.
2. 8-2
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b. Procedure No. 8-2 (Pivot Mechanism Approach)
The pivot mechanism approach was developed In essentiall.y the same
manner as the manipulator approach. The operat:Iion with reading
the E'OS for retrieval, the payload and then effecting tile retrieval
I t also covers the possibhle operations associated with crew ingress
I.f servicing and maintenance are required prior to positioning the
payload in the EOS cargo bay. The flow diagram also contains a
by-pass that is used if no crew ingress is required by the mission.
A description of the rationale/remarks for each of the :14 operations
of the logic flow are contained in the pages following the block
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2.8.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
Three distinct types of commonality analyses will be reported in this
paragraph. 'The first commonality is between EOS payload deployment and EOS
payload retraction and stowage. The majority of EOS flights will perform
both deployment and retraction on the same mission. A second commonality
analysis was also conducted for both the manipulator and the pivot mechanism
approaches. Some operational advantages were uncovered for each approach.
The third commonality analysis to be reported is the applicability of the
procedure(s) to the specific payload elements identified in the matrices.
The combined deployment/retraction and stowage procedure developed as part
of the first commonality analysis was used for this task.
A. EOS Payload Deployment/Retraction and Stowage Commonality
Both scheduled and unscheduled activities were investigated for
examples where the deployment and retraction of EOS payload is
required as part of the same mission. The following briefly
shows some of the substantiating examples that drove the combina-
tion of the two interfacing activity procedures:
1. Scheduled Activities
a. Module Exchange
Examples (1) MSS cargo module exchange
(2) MSS power module exchange
(3) OPD propellant module exchange
b. Element Replacement
Examples (1) TDRS replacement
(2) Space based tug replacement
c. Routine Service
Examples (1) Detached RAM resupply
(2) Tug resupply
d. Multiple Elements
Example (1) Deploy MSS module and retrieve a satellite
2. Unscheduled Activities
a. Rescue







Examples (1) Detached RAM.
(2) Space tug
The examples identified create the need for a common deployment
and retractlon procedure. Ilowever, there are many additional
uxampl.eH where only a deployment or a retraction activity is
required. 'I'herefore, a conuiionl procedure must Include the
following five separate oper;atJ.onal options:
1. Deploy payload only
2. Retract and stow payload only
3. Deploy one payload, then retract and stow a
second payload
4. Retract and stow one payload, then deploy a second
payload
5. Retract a payload (service) then redeploy the same
payload
All options except (4) can be performed with either a manipulator
or a pivot mechanism. Option (4) would not be practical with the
current design concepts of the pivot mechanism. Options 3 and 4
cover two separate payloads while Option 5 is for a single payload.
Figure 2.8-3 shows the procedural steps for each of the operational
options. A procedure flow diagram was prepared for both the
manipulator approach and the pivot mechanism approach.
Manipulator Approach (refer to Figure 2.8-3)
The first three steps are basic to either a deployment or retraction
activity. At Step 4, either a deployment path (4D) or a retraction
path can be followed (4R). Steps Al through A6 represent a side
path for either deployment or retraction where a payload adapter is
required and the payload is to be placed at the external airlock.
Steps 5D through 8D cover the preparation of the payload for removal
from the cargo bay. Steps 5R through 8R cover the operations
associated with attaching the manipulator to the payload. Steps B1
through B7 include the operations required during service at an
external airlock for the'following: (1) Prior to initial deployment,
(2) Prior to redeployment, or (3) Prior to retraction and stowage in
the cargo bay. If no service is required at the external airlock,
a direct path can be taken from Step 8 to Step 9. Steps 9D through
12D cover the operations for both the deployment and the redeployment
options. A recycle path from step 12D to Step 4D is provided to
include the deployment of subsequent payloads. Steps 9R through 12R
covers the positioning of a, retrieval in the cargo bay. A recycle
path back to Step 4R is provided for the retraction of subsequent
payloads. Steps A7 through A12 covers the operations with the
removal of the payload adapter from the external airlock and the
stowage in the cargo bay. These steps are companion to Al through
2. 8-23
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A6 and only exist if an adapter is required. The remaining two
steps (13 and 14) are the reverse of Steps 1 and 3, and cover
the manipulator stowage and deactivation which is common to
either deployment or retraction.
Figure 2.8-4 illustrates the five major operational options
represented by the basic procedure. Each of the numbered circles
corresponds to an operational block of the procedure. This
figure illustrates how the procedure can be used for each option
that the various payloads may require. The Options 1 through 5
will be used in subsequent matrices to show applicability to the
EOS payloads as a result of the third phase of the commonality
analyses.
Pivot Mechanism Approach (refer to Figure 2.8-3)
This procedure is structured in a format similar to the
manipulator approach previously discussed. The operational
blocks with the letter "D" are for deployment with the "R"
designator for retraction and stowage. Steps Al, A2, and A3
are provided for the case where manned ingress is required as
part of the service prior to either deployment or retraction
with the payload pivoted out of the cargo bay.
Operational Option Number 4, retract and stow one payload,
then deploy a second payload, is not possible with the current
pivot mechanism and cargo bay configuration. The remaining four
options are applicable as follows:
Option 1 - Deploy payload only
Sequence 1, 2D, 3D, 4D, 8D, Al, A2, A3a, 9D, 10D, llD
Option 2 - Retract and stow payload only
Sequence 1, 2R, 3R, 4R, 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, Al, A2, A3b, 9R, 10R
Option 3 - Deploy one payload, then retract and stow a second payload
Sequence 1, 2D, 3D, 4D, 8D, Al, A2, A3a, 9D, 10D, 2R, 3R,
4R, 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, Al, A2, A3b, 9R, 10R
Option 5 - Retract a payload (service), then redeploy same payload
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Same as Figure 2.7-3
Figure 2.8-3. EOS Payload Deployment/Retraction and Stowage
Operational Procedures Alternatives
Same as Figure 2.7-4
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B. Manipulator and Pivot Mechanism Approach Commonality
The manipulator approach has an apparent operational advantage
associated with the deployment and/or retrieval of multiple
payload on the same mission. No current requirement for this
multiple payload options has been identified. This study is
constructed to consider pairs of orbital elements; therefore,
no penetration was conducted to derive a requirement. The' pivot
mechanism could be augmented with a special device to permit
multiple payload deployment; however, the retraction and stowage
case would be the most difficult design case.
The pivot mechanism has an apparent operational advantage for
the case where crew ingress and/or checkout of a payload must
be conducted with the payload out of the cargo bay. The inter-
face remains intact throughout the transfer of the payload from
the cargo bay to the 90-degree deployment position. The
manipulator approach requires a complete separation and recon-
figuration of the interface at an external airlock.
The pivot mechanism does not readily permit the operational
option of retracting and stowing one payload prior to deploy-
ment of a second payload during the same mission. This apparent
operational disadvantage may not be significant as no known
requirement for this option has been uncovered during this study.
The following commonality exists between selected operational
steps of the manipulator and pivot mechanism procedures:
Table 2.8-1. Operational Commonality
Common Function (Refer to Figure Manipulator Pivot Mech
2.8-3) Operati on Operation
Illuminate cargo bay 2 1
Transmit payload conditioning commands 5R 3R
Verify payload retrieval condition 6R 4R
Prepare for crew ingress B4 Al
Ingress and perform service B5 A2
Condition payload for deployment B6a A3a
Condition payload for earth return B6b A3b
Verify payload operational status 12D 10D
Table 2.8-1 shows that only a small degree of commonality
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C. Operational Procedure Applicability
The five separate operational options combined with both
manipulator and pivot mechanism approaches combine for a
total of ten possible procedure alternates to the payload
elements. The matrix presented in Figure 2.8-5 has two distinct
parts with the abscissas displaying manipulator applicability.
A summation of both ordinate and abscissas for identical coded
blocks will indicate how many of the procedure alternates are
possible for each payload element. The returnable tug for
example has all five manipulator procedure possibilities and
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2.9 COMMUNICATIONS
This section presents the operational procedures for communications, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II of
this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these pro-
cedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis section of the
Orbital Operations Study.
2.9.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Three sets of operational procedures were developed, one for each alter-
nate approach. Each set contains sub-sets for the different types of commun-
ications activity, i.e., data transfer, tracking and ranging and command and
control. Modifications are also noted to account for unscheduled, urgent and
non-urgent operations in the ground-to-element interface (either direct ground
via the Ground Network or by TDRS). Although the three approaches appear as
alternates, it is likely that each alternate link will be used during any
elements mission. This drives the requirement for element-to-element links to
be compatible with Ground Network and/or TDRS links. It should also be noted
that the Ground Network or TDRS communications links will require a handover
procedure from one station to the next when the contact carries on beyond the
element containment in the field of view of a single station. Handover
accounts for the major differences between the procedures. Element-to-element
links can be continuous, as necessary, since it is assumed that the two elements
are always in line of sight of each other. The other delta - the processing
and routing of data - differs only in respect to the location of the data
processing. It is likely that one of the space elements in the element-to-
element interface will process the data and either display it on board or
store it for future transmission to ground for subsequent routing to user.
Such a case would occur in the case of a space station and RAM. The space
station would collect data from the RAM, process it and either display it on
board or store it and then transmit to ground at the appropriate time. It
is important to note that communications is not an activity in itself. It is
a support to almost every other interfacing activity. Initial and final
conditions are therefore completely dependent on the interface activity being
supported.
Details of the assumptions, initial and final conditions are included
with each of the operational procedures contained in this section.
2. 9-1
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()1'1RATIONAL PROC EI)URE NO. 9. 1
Commun :Itcations--Elemen t-to-Ground (Direct)
Assumptions
Ground stations will be used for the ground terminal in accordance with
NASA model (Reference DS-504). This establishes the frequency bands of
operation (S-band), the ranging system (PRN ranging) and the location of
usable ground stations. The major impact, other than the frequency compatibility,
is the need for a cooperative transponder on the space element for the ranging
function. A live wake-up receiver is needed to support the initiation of any
operational procedure for unmanned space elements. This could be either on
S or VHF frequencies.
The procedures are generic. They can be used for any combination of
elements, either manned or unmanned. When unmanned elements are used, commands
are initiated either from ground or by an automated, pre-programmed element
sequencing system. Manned elements take advantage of the availability of man
to initiate commands and control the operations.
Initial Conditions
Space element is in quiescent state and the unmanned elements contain
a live wake-up receiver alert and available to receive command signals. It
is in a predictable orbit that is programmed in the ground station scheduled
operations. Since communications is a supporting activity, the time and
duration of the operation depends on the activity being supported.
Final Conditions
After completion of communications support, the orbital element terminal
equipment is de-activated and returned to a quiescent mode; i.e., a live wake-
up receiver is available. This allows conservation of space element power
and leaves the ground and/or TDRS station available for other operations.
Description
Considerations of the Space Element operations will be limited to those
necessary for orbital operations only. No operations concerned with the
element ascent or descent will be considered. During orbital operations, the
Element/ground direct interface activity is used to provide for transmission
to ground of TLM digital data, TV data and voice and the reception at the
Space Element of digital command data and voice. Tracking and ranging are
also provided and are performed at the ground station either by ground direction
or by Element request. Tracking data is derived at the ground by utilizing
antenna pointing angles from the ground station 85-foot antennas. Range and
range rate data is provided by the transmission from the ground station of an
appropriate PRN range code, its reception at the Element and subsequent turn-
around transmission of its code back to ground. By comparative means range
is derived at the ground station from the correlation of the PRN code and the
measurement of round trip time. Range rate can be obtained either by succes-
sive measurements or by doppler measurement.
2.9-2
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Establishment of the links, transfer of appropriate data and tracking and
ranging of the space element require certain operational procedures. These
procedures involve signal acquisition, transmission and reception of data
signals and/or performance of the tracking and ranging function. Performance
of these operations must be scheduled to satisfy the time requirements of each
mission. 'Iracking and ranging needs to be performed on a regular blasis (one
Lo thiree LmHIic per orblt) Lto establ:l.sHli accurate orbltal paramelters. Certain
uL8FaI.ons may req:lulre know.Ledge of sLtate vectors atL Specl.lfi times. Status
tellcemetry may be necessary on an almost continuous basis. Voice and experl-
mllelL telemetry are random requirements, but: may requl.re operatlon for a period
of more than one orbit on as continuous a basis as possible. Contact time per
orbit depends on the orbital altitude, orbital inclination and the location
of ground stations. NASA reference ground model defines the use of Goldstone,
Madrid, Canberra, Rosman and Fairbanks. All of these are 85-foot antenna
stations. Use of these ground stations, with their attendant narrow beam
antenna patterns (85 feet = 0.3 degree), dictates efficient planning to opti-
mize contact time. Two types of operation are possible. Figure 2.9-1 illus-
trates the types of operation and the flow that is described below. One type
of operation is that associated with the situation where the ground station
is dedicated on a full-time basis to the space element mission. In this case,
all operations will be prescheduled and each ground network station will
acquire and perform previously scheduled functions whenever the element is in
its view.
Space element operational procedures are associated with equipment moni-
tor and control to provide the proper data transfer. If the ground station is
not dedicated to the particular space element mission, but is used on an as
required basis, two types of operation result. One would be similar to the
dedicated type mission, utilizing a prearranged contact schedule. The only
difference from dedicated is that the ground stations must be ready to acquire
signal at the prearranged time and the element must ensure the availability,
of a singal at this time. It is also possible that contacts need to be made
at unscheduled times, initiated by either the space element or ground. In
this case, if the space element wishes to establish contact, there are two
choices dependent on the urgency of the situation. One is to alert the ground
during the last scheduled contact prior to the unscheduled operation. If
there is a gap, and the ground must be contacted, other than S-band must be
used. If there is a gap, and ground must be contacted, other than S-band must
be used, since the S-band link is constrained by the field of view of the
ground system antenna. Alert signals or voice could be used via TDRS or
direct to ground (voice only). VHF TDRS and ground antenna systems have a
wide enough field of view to receive the space element signal whenever it is
in line of sight of the station. After being alerted, normal acquisition and
contact can be implemented. Ground to element unscheduled contact is simpler
since the S-band space element terminal utilizes a semi-directive antenna that
can be illuminated from ground whenever necessary. Both type operations
require that continuous monitoring of the link frequency be implemented by
ensuring a live receiver at the proper frequency and the existence of some
type of alert indication to the system operators. A typical set of operational
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 9.2
Communications--Element to TDRS
Assumptions
In accordance with NASA Model (DS-504), the TDRSS will be a system of
two satellites at 150 W and 1450 W in an equatorial orbit. Each satellite will
contain the capability to support communications user spacecraft links on Ku
band (2 each) and VHF (20 each). VHF is usable for voice and low data rates
(<10 Kbps) while Ku band is usable for data rates up to 50 Mbps per channel.
Details are noted in functional requirements. Operations must consider the
need for a VHF order wire to alert TDRS and to be alerted by TDRS. This
requires the need for a live VHF wake-up receiver to support the initiation
of unscheduled operations with TDRS.
Initial Conditions
The space element in a quiescent state and contains a live VHF wake-up
receiver alert and available to receive command signals. It is in a pre-
dictable orbit that is programmed in the ground control center so that TDRS
may point to the proper position. Since communications is a supporting
activity, the time and duration of the operation depends on the activity being
supported.
Final Conditions
After completion of communications support, the terminal equipment is
de-activated and returned to a quiescent state, i.e., a live VHF wake-up
receiver is available. This allows conservation of the space element power
and leaves the TDRS channel available for other operations.
Description
Orbital operations for the element to TDRS link involve all the same
activities as the element to ground direct link. Since the TDRS is used as a
communications relay for the element to ground link these element operations
are impacted by TDRS characteristics. The primary data link from element to
TDRS is in Ku band. VHF is used for voice, low data rate transfer and command
signals. Ku band operation requires high gain, directive antennas on the
orbital element, capable of auto-tracking the TDRS. Ranging can be performed
by ground via the TDRS. Tracking for position determination is performed by
successive measurements by a single TDRS or by utilizing two TDRS's. Reference
DS-504 gives tracking uncertainties between 2 to 6 meters for range and 0.05 to
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TDRS characteristics that impact the space element are included in
Table 2.9-1. Unless otherwise stated these characteristics are derived from
the NASA reference model (Reference DS-504). Some characteristics were not
included in this reference but from the NASA RFP for the TDRS (Reference
DS-503) and are identified in Table 2.9-1.
As noted in the characteristics, only two return link channels are
available for high data rate transfer. Thus, high data rate channel use must
be scheduled in advance either by pre-mission planning or by request via the
TDRS V{F channels. All data transfer contacts must be processed through
ground 'IDRS control. Upon request, either advance pre-scheduled or new schedule,
the 'I'I)RS control can command TDRS to point its Ku band antenna to the predicted
orbital position and acquire the user signal. User element Ku-band antenna
system must in the meantime be commanded to point at the TDRS.
Twenty low data rate return channels are available at each TDRS by user
elements. Pre-scheduling is probably necessary for these links but not as
critical as for high data rate transfer. VHF antennas do not require pointing
and thus signal acquisition is simpler. Data rates are, of course, limited to
10 Kbps. A single voice channel can also be supported.
The operational sequences will portray those operations unique to the
element to TDRS interfacing activity. Only those activities required during
element orbital operations will be covered. These include element command
and control from ground via TDRS, tracking and ranging through TDRS and the
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Communications--Element to TDRS--Unscheduled Operations
As pointed out in the element-to-ground operations, there may be
a requirement for unscheduled-urgent or non-urgent operations. These could
be either element or ground initiated. Since the TDRS operation must be
controlled and scheduled by TDRS Ground Control, these special requirements
must be requested through TDRS. Ground Control. A space element urgent request
can be made through the TDRS via the VHF element/TDRS link or, if available,
via element/ground network link. Non-urgent, element initiated requests can be
scheduled at the end of a prior transmission or in the same manner as above.
Ground initiated requests from the Element Control Center wiuld be given
directly to TDRS Ground Control. All operations after request acceptance,
would be implemented in the same manner as listed for the scheduled operations.
2. 9-26
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 9-3
Communications--Element-to-Element
Assumptions
Since most elements will operate with ground and/or TDRS during their
operations, the same frequency and modulation type links are assumed to be
utilized during element-to-element communications operations. This
establishes Ku, S and VHF bands as the communication.link frequencies. It
is generally assumed that the.controlling element is a manned element. It
is possible, however, that both units could be un-manned, In this case, the
controlling element would require an automated system-sequence timer or
computer operated timing--to initiate and control the operations.
Initial Conditions
All communications equipment is in a quiescent state with controlled-
element containing a live wake-up receiver that is alert and ready to receive
any command signals from the controlling element.
Final Conditions
The communications equipment is de-activated and placed in quiescent
state as described under initial conditions.
Description
During orbital operations, element-to-element operation invoives the
transfer of data between elements, command, tracking and ranging of the
controlled element (probably unmanned) by a controlling element (probably
manned). Data transfer will vary according to the mission ranging from low
rate telemetry data (up to 10 Kbps) to digital experimental data (up to
50 Mbps) or analog TV of 2,9 MHz baseband. Operations of the unmanned element
will be controlled by the manned element to perform mission activities. This
command and control provided by the communications link digital command
transmission will initiate all experimental tasks and orbital maneuvers of the
element. Efficient and accurate ac omplishment of these\activities neces-'
sitates the accurate knowledge of tie controlled element\orbital parameters
and ephemerides. This, in turn,'reiuires that the contro\lling element must
know its position accurately, if it performs the ranging and tracking of the
detailed element directly. 'An alternate method would be to establish
position information at the controlled element. Figure 2.9-4 illustrates
the links established for the communications element-to-element interface
activity. Tracking of the controlled element requires a tracking antenna.
system on the controlling element. IRanging requires that the PRN range system.
be implemented on both ends, Turn-arbound transponding capability is necessary
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transmit the PRN signal, receive the turned-around signal from the target
vehicle and compute the range and range rate of the target vehicle. All of
these operations need to be performed at a time consistent with mission
support. Tracking and ranging are needed as required consistent with the
mission. The controlled vehicle must continuously monitor the command and
control frequency to be ready for mission performance. Certain activities
will probably be automatically performed and timelines prescheduled. All
other activities will be performed at the initiation and direction of the
controlling element. Operational sequence for element-to-element operations
will be classified as follows:
I. Controlling to Controlled Element
A. Transmission of command data and/or computer data
B. Ranging and/or tracking
II. Controlling Element to Controlled Element
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2.9.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
Communications is a supporting activity to other orbital operations
activities. Examination of the element pair matrix (Figure 2.9-5) indicates
that only element-to-element orbital pairs are included. For these pairs, the
alternate approach for element-to-element communications is the only applicable
operational procedure. There is, however, the requirement in most cases to
communicate with ground, for data transfer and/or monitor and control of the
orbiting element. Thlus, most orbiting elements will need to interface with
ground utilizing either a direct to ground link or the link through 'I'DRS to
groutnd. Under certain circumstances, the element-to-ground link might also
be used for element-to-element communications. 'his would occur if the orbital
elements were out of communications line of sight with each other. The
communications link would probably not be a direct relay, but rather an element-
to-ground transmission, a deciphering by ground control, a ground control
decision, and then finally a ground-to-element transmission. The basic area
for examination of commonality is the communication frequency band or bands to
be utilized for element-to-element interface that will account for compatibility
with the element-to-ground frequency bands. As discussed in the functional
requirements section (Volume II), this involves an iteration of requirements
to ensure the proper choice of parameters to fulfill all the requirements
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2.10 RENDEZVOUS
This section presents the operational procedures for rendezvous, and
includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified in Volume II
of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these
procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis portion of
the Orbital Operations Study.
2. 10-1
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2.10.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
The sequences of events which occur when rendezvous is conducted via the
independent approach (with either the passive or active element in command),
the ground control or space control approach (three procedures in all) are
presented in this subsection. One procedure can be utilized for either
ground or space control rendezvous by utilizing the term controller to indi-
cate either the space control element or the ground control system element.
Procedure 10-3 introduction indicates in greater detail the proper applica-
tion and differences. These procedures, while for a specific approach, are
general to the extent that they can be applied to any applicable element pair
as identified in subsection 2.10.2 and are applicable to any particular
flight plan. No specific flight plan or definitive number of impulse maneu-
vers are assumed necessary to achieve rendezvous. All the operations prece-
ding and following any delta-V maneuver are defined. Most rendezvous proce-
dures do need at least three delta-V maneuvers including the terminal phase
initiation (TPI) maneuver to establish the active rendezvous element on a
terminal intercept trajectory with a target point in space or a passive ren-
dezvous (target) element. The actual number of impulse delta-V maneuvers
required during any particular rendezvous is dependent on the orbital phasing,
orbital transfer, and plane change maneuvers required.
Figure 2.10-1 indicates the basic procedure flow and the differences
between the two major alternate approaches, i.e., Independent and Separate
Control (Space or Ground).
Terms used in this diagram are explained below:
1. Rendezvous Control Center (RCC). The RCC is a manned center which
is in command and control of all rendezvous operations. The RCC may
be located on the ground or on-board an earth orbiting space element.
2. Controlling Element or Controller. The controlling element or con-
troller is the home of the RCC for the rendezvous approach and pro-
cedure in question. The controlling element or controller must
always be manned and may be located on: ,
(a) the ground (ground control approach)
(b) a space element not one of the rendezvous elements (space
control approach)
(c) one of the rendezvous elements (independent approach).
3. Active Element. The active element is the rendezvous element which
under the direction of the RCC p erforms the impulse delta-V maneu-
vers required to effect rendezvous. The active element may be
manned or unmanned. The active element if unmanned must be fully
automated so that it can be operated by remote commands from the
RCC via a communications link.
4. Passive Element. The passive element is the rendezvous element
which serves as the target element for the active element. The
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The initial rendezvous activity as indicated in Figure 2.10-1 consists
of establishing the initial orbital parameters and ephemerides of the rendez-
vous elements and calculating the delta-V impulse raneuvers required to
effect the necessary phasing changes and orbital transfers so that rendezvous
will occur within a desired time period, usually dictated by favorable lighting
conditions during terminal rendezvous. The velocity change calculation is
generally determined through the use of an algorithm that may include the
prediction of the future state of each element, Associated with each delta-V
maneuver is a series of functions which must be performed by the active ele-
ment and/or ground or space-based flight support elements. These functions
involve: (1) configuring the active element for the maneuver, (2) establish-
ing the required active element flight attitude, (3) performing the delta-V
maneuver, (4) performing post-burn verification, (5) configuring the active
element for orbital coasting operations, (6) determining the new state-vector
and orbital parameters to determine the success of the delta-V maneuver, and
(7) computing the time, magnitude, and direction of the next required delta-V
maneuver. The sequence of events which follow the initial rendezvous activity
start with the TPI maneuver, which puts the active element into a trajectory
which will intercept the target.
The terminal phase finalization (TPF) maneuvers are planned to occur on
a particular elevation angle such that the velocity changes are primarily
along the line-of-sight to the passive element. The TPF maneuvers then con-
sist of a series of braking burns required to satisfy a braking gate criteria
wherein the allowable relative closing velocity between the target and the
active element is limited to a value which varies with closing distance.
The operations required to effect a rendezvous between two orbiting
bodies can be conducted by any of the three rendezvous alternate approaches.
If the independent rendezvous approach is employed, the space navigation
operations and computations required are conducted on-board one of the rendez-
vous elements with no up-dates required from the ground or other orbital
element. This approach does require that the controlling rendezvous element
have apriori knowledge of the other rendezvous elements ephemerides.
Presented for each of the procedures are operations required together
with: (1) a rationale explaining the reason each operation is required,
(2) which element (active, passive, or controlling) performs each operation,
and (3) the functional requirements identified in Volume II which are
associated with each operation.
General Assumptions
1. The controlling element whether ground or space-based has the neces-
sary navigation and/or tracking and rengi.g equipment to determine
the orbital parameters and state-vectors of the rendezvous elements.
2. Communications links with voice and digital. data transfer capability
are available between elements as well as between the space or
ground control elements and the rendezvous elements.
2. 10-4
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3. The RCC has the computational capability, given the necessary input
data, to compute the rendezvous element ephemerides and the delta-V
maneuvers (time, magnitude, and direction) required of the active
element to effect rendezvous.
4. The active element is capable of executing all required delta-V
maneuvers.
5. All earth orbit rendezvous are affected by the active element/
passive element approach which evolved from the Gemini Program and
was used on all Apollo flights. This, however, does not preclude
the passive element from having just previously made delta-V maneu-
vers to acquire its present orbit.
6. Near continuous communications are possible between the RCC and all
rendezvous elements through use of TDRS whenever the elements are
not within line-of-sight.
7. The active element must be equipped with some type of attitude
reference and attitude control system and be capable of either
manually or automatically orienting itself in inertial space.
8. Alignment of attitude reference systems is performed either manually
or automatically,based either on on-board navigation or update from
the RCC.
General Initial Conditions
Initial conditions common to all rendezvous approaches and procedures
are as follows:
1. All space elements participating in rendezvous operations are in some
initial earth orbit, i.e., boost to orbit procedures are not con-
sidered.
2. All participating rendezvous elements .are free to perform rendezvous
operations without first engaging in separation or other type acti-
vities, i.e., no other interfacing activity procedures are covered
in this section.
General Final Conditions
Final conditions common to all rendezvous approaches and procedures are:
1. The active and passive elements are in close proximity in essentially
identical earth orbits with zero range-rate between the two.
2. At the point that rendezvous operations cease either stationkeeping
or mating operations commence.
SD 72-SA-00072. 10-5
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Operational Procedure No. 10-1. Rendezvous-Independent,
Passive Element in Control
Assumptions (Also see General Assumptions)
1. The passive element which in this case is also the controlling
element is manned and has all of the controlling element capabilities
defined under general assumptions.
2. Tile passive element is capable of maintaining and changing it:s flight
attitude.
3. The passive element has both navigation and tracking and ranging
equipment so that it can, with the aid of TDRS or ground network,
autonomously compute both its own and the active elements orbital
parameters and state-vectors.
4. The active element is either manned or fully automated and is capa-
ble of receiving, performing, and transmitting verification of
commands from the controlling element.
Initial Conditions (See General Initial Conditions)
Final Conditions (See General Final Conditions)
Description
The sequence of operations for the independent rendezvous approach,
with the passive element in control, is presented in Procedure 10-1. In
this rendezvous approach the passive (controlling) element first establishes
and verifies that all required communications links (i.e., voice, data
transfer, and tracking and ranging) are operational. If the active element
is unmanned and in a quiescent state, the passive element commands activation
of all active element subsystems and then commands alignment of the active
elements attitude reference system. The passive element then aligns its own
attitude reference system and determines its own orbital parameters and state-
vector. The active element orbital parameters and state-vectors are determined
using either on-board navigation equipment or by direct tracking and ranging
from the controlling vehicle. The controlling (passive) element then ini-
tiates the rendezvous computer program(s) and, based on the now known rendez-
vous element position data, computes the element ephemerides and the delta-V
maneuvers required of the active element to effect rendezvous. The control-
ling (passive) element then commands the active element to execute the pre-
maneuver operations including attitude orientation, the required delta-V
maneuver(s), and verification culminating in the terminal phase initiation
(TPI) maneuver. The controlling (passive) element then orients itself and
the active element to the flight attitudes preferred during terminal rendez-
vous and commands the active element to activate any required rendezvous aids
such as beacon lights, targets, etc. The passive (controlling) element (and
the active element, if manned) determines (short-range tracking and ranging
aids) and displays the range, range-rate, bearings, and bearing angle rates
between the rendezvousing elements. The passive (controlling) element then
commands the active element to execute the terminal phase finalization (TPF)
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Operational Procedure No. 10-2
Rendezvous-Independent, Active Element in Control
Assumptions (Also see General Assumptions)
1. 'lli active element which in this case is also the controlling
element is manned and has all of the controlling element capabilities
defined under general assumptions.
2. The passive element, which is either manned or unmanned, is capable
of maintaining and changing its flight attitude.
3. The active (controlling) element has both navigation and tracking
and ranging equipment so that it can, with the aid of TDRS or ground
network autonomously compute: both its own and the passive elements
orbital parameters and state vectors.
Initial Conditions (See General Initial Conditions)
Final Conditions (See General Final Conditions)
Description
The sequence of operations for the Independent Rendezvous approach with
the active element in control is presented in Procedure 10-2. In this rendez-
vous approach the active (controlling) element first establishes and verifies
that all required communications links (i.e., voice, data transfer, and
tracking and ranging) are operational. The active element then either manually
or automatically aligns its attitude reference system and based on its on-board
navigation equipment determines its own orbital parameters and state vector.
Next the orbital parameters and state vector of the passive element are
determined. This is accomplished either by the passive element itself, if it
possesses the necessary navigation equipment aor by tracking the passive
element from the active element and determining its position with reference
to the active element. The active (controlling) element then initiates the
rendezvous computer program(s) and based on the now known rendezvous element
.position data computes the element ephemerides and the delta-V impulsive
maneuvers required of the active element to effect rendezvous. The active
(controlling) element then configures itself for orbital maneuvers, orients
itself to the flight attitude required for its first delta-V maneuver and
executes the maneuver. Following the maneuver the active element redeter-
mines its orbital parameters and state vector to verify the success of the
foregoing maneuver, performs maneuver verification and configures for orbital
coasting operations. These maneuver sequences are repeated for each of the
required rendezvous delta-V maneuvers culminating in the TPI maneuver. The
active (controlling) element then orients itself and commands the passive ele-
ment to orient to the flight attitude preferred for terminal rendezvous
operations. Next the passive (target) element is commanded to activate any
required rendezvous aids such as beacon lights or targets. The active (con-
trolling) element and the passive element (if manned) then determine (through
optical tracking and ranging) and display the range, range-rate, bearing
2. 10-12
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angles, and bearing angle rates between the rendezvous elements. The active
(controlling) element executes the required TPF braking maneuvers resulting
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Operational Procedure No. 10-3
Rendezvous-Ground Control or Rendezvous-Space Control
Assumptions (Also see General Assumptions)
1. The RCC (Rendezvous Control Center) is located either on a third
(manned) space element or at a ground control center location. In
both cases, the command and control of both rendezvous elements is
accomplished through a communications link. The space link is
direct as long as the rendezvous elements are in LOS of the control
element and through the TDRSS if not in LOS. The ground link is
accomplished either through ground net stations or through the TDRSS.
2. Tracking and ranging is accomplished from either space or ground
in a similar manner.
3. Both the active and passive elements are equipped with some type of
attitude reference and attitude control subsystems and are capable
(if unmanned) of orienting themselves in inertial space by a remote
command via an RF communication link.
4. Both the active and passive elements, if initially unmanned and in a
quiescent state, can be activated by command via an RF communication
link.
Initial Conditions (See General Initial Conditions)
Final Conditions (See General Final Conditions)
Description/Summary of Procedure
The sequence of operations for the Ground or Space Control approach to
rendezvous is presented in Procedure 10-3. The only difference between the
two approaches is in the fact that the Space Control Element must first deter-
mine its own state-vectors and orbital parameters prior to any such determina-
tion of the rendezvous elements. In examining the procedures, "controller"
describes either the Space Control element or the Ground Control element.
In this rendezvous approach the ground located RCC initiates continuous
tracking of the active and passive elements and then establishes and verifies
all required communications links. If the rendezvous elements are unmanned
and in a quiescent state, the RCC activates all of the subsystems of both
elements. The RCC then commands alignment of the active element's attitude
reference system. The active element responds either manually or automati-
cally and verifies by transmitting subsystem status data to the RCC. The RCC
then determines the active and passive elements orbital parameters and state-
vectors. This is determined by one of the following methods: (1) ground
tracking data only, (2) a combination of- ground tracking and rendezvous ele-
ment space navigation (if the elements have this capability), or (3) on a
combination of these methods and element-to-element tracking and ranging.
SD 72-SA-00072.10-17
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After obtaining the necessary rendezvous element position data, the RCC ini-
tiates rendezvous navigation program(s) and computes the active and passive
element ephemerides and the active element delta-V impulse maneuvers required
to effect rendezvous. The active element is then commanded to configure for
delta-V maneuvers, orient itself to the required flight attitude and execute
the maneuver at the proper time. Following each delta-V maneuver the active
element is commanded to conduct maneuver verification and to reconfigure for
orbital coasting operations. The orbital parameters and state-vector of the
active element are then determined to verify the success of the delta-V
maneuver and to aid in computing the magnitude and direction of the next
delta-V maneuver. This cycle of operations is repeated for each of the
required delta-V maneuvers culminating in the TPI maneuver. At this point
the RCC commands the passive element to assume the flight attitude preferred
for terminal rendezvous operations and to activate any required rendezvous
aids. Next the active element is commanded to initiate optical (visual)
tracking and ranging of the passive (target) Clement and to relay range,
range-rate, bearing angles, and bearing angle rate data to the RCC. These
data are transmitted to and displayed in real time at the RCC and on-board
all manned rendezvous elemtnts. The active element is commanded to assume
the attitude required for terminal rendezvous operations and to execute the
TPF braking burns which culminate in rendezvous. When the two elements have
achieved rendezvous the RCC commands deactivation of any required rendezvous
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2.10.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
Figure 2.10-2 presents a definition of the procedures applicability and
relates to the following discussion. As in stationkeeping, two elements pre-
dominate as the active rendezvous elements. One is the EOS orbiter; the other
is the space-based tug. In all EOS independent rendezvous operations with
unmanned elements, the EOS is the control element. In a few cases where the
passive elements are manned (such as with the OLS, OPD or MSS), control may
be taken over by the passive element. In most independent cases, the EOS
would be the active element. In some types of rendezvous activities with
detached IRAM's, a second EOS, or a space-based tug; the EOS could become the
target element and the other element, the active. Procedure 10-2 would apply
to every EOS rendezvous pair where the EOS is the active element. Procedure
10-1 would apply only when the passive element is manned. When a third
element is used for control, either a third space element or ground control,
Procedure 10-3 would apply. It could apply to every EOS rendezvous case.
A similar utilization of procedures is true for the operations where the
space-based tug is the active rendezvous element. Procedures 10-2 (independ-
ent, active element in control) and 10-3 (separate control) apply in every
case involving the tug. In some cases, when the passive element is manned,
Procedure 10-1 (for passive element in control) is applicable. A few other
cases involving the CPS, RNS and detached RAM cover the other rendezvous
operations possible. In all these cases, except for the MSS detached RAM,
the three procedures may be applied according to the mission. When the
detached RAM is rendezvousing with the MSS, it will always be the active
element but never be in control. Either the MSS, as the passive element,
would be in control or control would be from a separate element, possibly
ground. Thus, Procedures 10-1 or 10-3 would be applicable to this case. The
same logic would hold for MSS detached RAM and the space-based tug if the tug
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2.11 STATIONKEEPING
This section presents the operational procedures for stationkeep.ng, and
Includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified :in Volume 11. of
thlls report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability of these pro-
cedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis port[on of the
Orbital Operations Study.
2.11.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Stationkeeping is defined as the act of maintaining two space elements
in a particular spatial relationship with each other and possibly with relation
to certain absolute state vectors. This could be a situation where one element
- the target element - performs all the maneuvers to maintain attitude and
state vectors as controlled by another element, or where both stationkeeping
elements perform attitude and state vector maintenance maneuvers. In these
operational procedures, both elements have been indicated as maneuverable
elements. There may be -ases where only the target element need maneuver or
where only the target element need maneuver or where the active element is the
only maneuvering vehicle - such as inspection. There are also cases where
absolute state vectors are an unnecessary requirement; only relative state
vectors are necessary - again, such as inspection. The procedure, therefore,
should be applied as fits the activity, and deletion of steps should be
appropriately applied. Although the procedures define singular maneuvers, it
is assumed that repetitions of maneuvers may be necessary to perform certain
stationkeeping flight modes. This would be true for inspection modes where
the inspecting element maneuvers around the target element for full inspection.
Inspection modes are relatively near separations to allow for either
direct visual or television sensor type inspection. Support of these man-
euvers and stationkeeping operations from approximately 50 nautical-mile
separation to 1000 feet requires a more accurate ranging and range rate system
than the RF system described in the operations. A laser scanning radar at 50
to 75 nautical miles to 1000 feet is capable of providing these accuracies.
Utilization of a laser system does not require an active transponder on the
target element. Passive corner reflectors are used to enhance the return of
laser signals. Again, the operational procedures account for an active trans-
ponder on the target element. Unapplicable steps may be deleted when laser
systems are used. Optical systems could supplement laser operations at very
close ranges, 1000 feet.
In all such cases, the procedures account for the most complex operations.
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Two procedures are presented. One is for autonomous operation that covers
both elements unmanned, and also one element unmanned (target) and one element
manned and in control (active). The other procedure covers tile operation of
the stationkeeping elements by a third element - either another space element
or ground. In this manner, all four alternate approaches are covered by two
operational procedures. In the case of the autonomous operational procedures,
the difference between automated and manned is reflected only In the introduc-
tion of manned control to replace the automatic sequencing necessary in the
unmanned case. Space control and ground control are basically the same. The
major difference comes in the necessity to allow for interruptions, handover
and link reacquisition when using ground control. Such extra operations are
necessary when communication needs to be extended over a time period that
exceeds a link contact with a single ground station or one TDRS. When a third
space element is used for control, it is assumed that one or both stationkeep-
ing elements are in line of sight of the control element, thus allowing con-
tinuous communications for the mission duration.
When applicable, procedural differences noted above are indicated in the
steps. Individual procedure descriptions and assumptions are provided with
each of the operational procedures.
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES NO. 11-1
Stationkeeping - Autonomous, Both Elements Unmanned
Assumptions
The elements are within line of sight of each other and are separated by
at least 75 miles and possibly up to the limit of line of sight, i.e., a max-
imum of 4000 nautical miles.
Stationkeeping is assumed to be the maintenance of a specified element-
to-element orbital relation and a specified earth relationship.
The separation distance dictates the use of specific sensors. Greater than
75 miles separation needs the utilization of RF-type ranging and tracking sen-
sors. Less than 75 miles would utilize laser devices and/or at visual contact
distances (less than five miles), optical devices.
Initial Conditions
The elements have been in quiescent state for several orbits. The elements
may have assumed any attitude and their orbits may have been perturbed.
The elements were left in a stationkeeping mode at'the beginning of their
quiescent state with known orbital parameters and state vectors.
SD 72-SA-00072. 11-2
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Final Conditions
The elements are again in quiescent state in the same conditilons as found
I. Ilt Illy. No attitude stabilization, attitude reference or attitude control
Hystem Is actLve. Wakeup receivers and timer systems arc acLt[wlved all.owIlng
Lhe waketIl) aL the presclheduled time.
) es c r i. pt ion
It is defined that one element is the controlling element. It contains
all necessary sensing and computation capability and is completely autonomous
from outside control. All operations for stationkeeping have been preprogrammed
and on-board memory contains sufficient data to relate actual and required
position and attitude data of itself and the element with which it operates.
It shall be called the active element. A controlled, cooperative element, known
as the target element is the target vehicle with which the active element is
stationkeeping. It is cooperative from the sense that a communications and
tracking and ranging link capability exists between the elements. Autonomy
exists because no external controls are necessary. Both elements must however
be capable of determining their own attitude. The active vehicle must be able
to determine its own state vectors and orbital parameters, one mode of which
may be a cooperation with the ground stations or with the TDRS network.
Although not stated, the ground (either direct or via TDRS) must retain-:the
ability to override autonomous operation and control either element. This
is not part of this operational procedure.
Operational procedure logic is easily related by use of the procedure
logic flow diagram, Figure 2.11-1. After the active element wakes itself
up by means of a self-contained scheduled timing system, it determines its own
attitude and absolute state vectors and orbital parameters. It then corrects
its attitude, awakens the target element by means of an omni-directional
communication link and proceeds to determine the target element position.
Before proceeding any further, the active element corrects its own position to
the desired position utilizing data from Step 3 and the predicted data con-
tained in its computer memory. Knowing both its position and the target
element position, it now commands the target element to determine its attitude
and then performs the comparison of actual to predicted and commands the proper
attitude maneuvers to correct the target element attitude. With the target
element in the proper attitude, delta-velocity maneuvers for orbital makeup can
be commanded by the active element and the target element placed in its desired
state vectors and orbital parameters. Continuous monitoring of the operation
and corrections as necessary result in stationkeeping at a specified separation
distance and the performance of any desired mission. After mission completion,
both elements are deactivated. The major requirements to fulfill these opera-
tions include attitude reference systems, attitude control systems, position
determination systems, on-board computation capability and, of course, a
communication and ranging tracking link between the elements. The detailed
requirements are discussed in detail in the Functional Requirements subsection.
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 11-2
Stationkeeping - Ground Control, Both Elements Unmanned
Assumptions
The elements are within line bf sight of each other and are separated by
at least 75 miles and possibly up to the limit of line of sight, i.e., to a
maximum of 4000 nautical miles.
Both elements - the active and the target - have some type of attitude
reference and attitude control system with built-in capability to hold a
specified attitude orientation.
Both elements - the active and the target - have a wakeup receiver
capable of receiving wakeup command signals from any direction regardless of
attitude.
The active element has the capability to make range and range rate
measurements of a cooperative element and process the information for defining
relative range and range rate with accurate time identification.
The active element also contains a transponder compatible with either
ground network stations or TDRS to provide a cooperative terminal for range
and range rate measurements.
Initial Conditions
The elements have been in quiescent state for several orbits. The
elements may have assumed any attitude and their orbits may have been per-
turbed.
The elements were left in a stationkeeping mode at the beginning of
their quiescent state with known state vectors.
Final Conditions
The elements are again in quiescent state in the same conditions as found
initially. No attitude stabilization, attitude reference or attitude control
system is active. Wakeup receivers are active and alert to receive wakeup
commands.
Description
Stationkeeping for two elements by ground control involves essentially
the same operations by the active and target elements as for the autonomous
alternate approach. The exceptions relate to the shift of control, data
processing and computation from the active element to the controlling element
(either space or ground). Ground performs all command and control operations
instead of the functions being automatically performed internally by computer
or a sequence timer.
2. 11-10
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One of the major points identified in the procedure is the necessity
to utilize one element as a relay for all commands to the second element.
This is especially true for the ground control when using ground network sta-
tions. By always looking at one element, the problem of slewing the narrow
beam antenna back and forth between elements is avoided. Item 11 of the
functional requirements defines the problem in detail.
Operational procedure logic is displayed in Figure 2.11-2. Ground
control operates through either ground stations or TD'RS to acquire contact
with the active elanenL. Ground requests attitude data from the active element
and utllizes these data to compute corrective attitude maneuvers. These cor-
rective maneuvers are performed after cormmand from ground. Range and range
rate and tracking measurements are then performed on the active element. The
active element awakens the target element by command relayed from ground.
After the active element determines the range, range rate and tracking data
of the target element and has determined the safety for its own maneuvers,
ground computes and commands the appropriate delta-V maneuvers for the active
element. After performing the active element delta-V maneuvers properly mon-
itored by ground, ground requests the target element attitude via the active
element. After obtaining these data, ground again issues commands through
the active element to the target element to orient to the proper attitude. The
target element is now in proper attitude to perform orbital makeup maneuvers.
These are commanded via the active element and performed by the target element.
After completion of the stationkeeping mission, ground commands deactivation
of both elements, first the target element, then the active element.
If the word ground or ground control were replaced with space control
element, the operational procedure could be used for the space control case.
It is assumed that the procedure following is usable for both cases of separ-
ate control (space or ground) by this word replacement. Another alternative,
in the case of space control, could be the direct control of both stationkeep-
ing elements from the space element.
If this alternative were used, the steps usingthe active element as a
relay would be changed to reflect direct control by the space control element.
This could also be the case for elements closer than 400 nautical miles when
using the TDRS as the link. The procedure shown is the most complex and
capable of covering all situations.
. 11-11 SD 72-SA-0007
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2.11.2 PROCEDURES ALI'LICABILL.TY
Examination orf the operatLonal procedure matrix (FLgure 2.11-3) shows
there are two elements that Interface with many other elements and are the
active or controlling elements. One is the EOS that stationkeeps with all
elements except MSS detached RAM's, earth orbital resupply modules and any
EOS attached RAM's. For each of the EOS stationkeeping cases, where the EOS
is the manned active control element, Procedure 11-1 is applicable. Proced-
ure 11-1 covers the case of autonomous operation where the active control
element is manned. Procedure 11-1 is basically for the autonomous, both
elements unmanned, case. It can be applied to the manned control for the
automatic, computer-controlled timing sequence control.
This single procedure is then applicable to all EOS stationkeeping cases.
The other active stationkeeping element is the space-based tug. It station-
keeps with all other elements except the MSS attached RAM, the EOS plus the
third-stage deliverable satellite and the EOS resupply modules. In every
stationkeeping case except for those involving the EOS and the low earth
orbit MSS, both of the operational procedures are applicable. Procedure 11-1
is applicable if the space-based tug is manned. The separate control - either
ground or space - operational procedures can be utilized for any of the inter-
face pairs except with EOS where both elements are manned. Application of the
particular procedure is determined by the mission and availability of the
controlling element. One of the unique cases is that of the RAM stationkeep-
ing with the MSS. In this case, the MSS (being a manned element) is the
control element, but becomes the target element for the RAM. The RAM has all
the maneuvering capability and thus is considered the active element. The
MSS maintains fixedorbit and attitude and does not perform any major maneuvers.
The RAM is a detached vehicle that performs missions under the direction of the
MSS while performing the stationkeeping maneuvers necessary. Other station-
keeping pairs involve all unmanned vehicles that can use either Procedure 11-1
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2.12 ATTACHED ELEMENT OPERATIONS
This section presents the operational procedures for attached element
operations, and includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified
in Volume II of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability
of these procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis por-
tion of the Orbital Operations Study.
2.12.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
This section presents the operational procedures developed for
accomplishing the attached element operations activity. A preliminary
procedure is presented for each of the three alternate approaches; RAM
operations, service and checkout, and quiescent storage. Although each
of these approaches are developed for a particular element-to-element
interface, the procedures are, to a certain extent, developed generically
so as to relate to other applicable element-to-element pairs. It may be
noted that the function requirements relating to the operational proced-
ures are relatable numerically to the functional requirements presented
in Volume II.
Presented in Figure 2.12-1 is a simplified illustration of the three
operational procedures together with their interrelationships. This illus-
tration provides an overview of each of the three operational procedures,
together with their commonality relationship.
No. 12-1. Attached Element Operations - RAM Operations
Assumptions
1. The RAM is developed from the orbiter using a pivoting
mechanism
2. Experiment crew rides in orbiter cabin to and from orbit
3. Tunnel between orbiter and RAM is flexible and as a result
contains no controls or displays














5. Orbiter crew may support experiment program upon request on a
non-lnterference basis
6. T'I'ls procedure Includes those class of missions known as pallets.
7. 'Included In RAM Operations are some unmanned satellites that are
returned to the-active vehicle for service in conjunction with
some special experiment program.
Initial Condition
1. The Orbiter cargo bay doors are open
2. The RAM is secured in cargo bay
3. All electrical, fluid, gas, interface lines are connected between
Orbiter and RAM vehicles
4. Hatches on each end of the tunnel are closed and sealed
5. Preceeding activity is Attached Element Transport and EOS Payload
Deployment
Final Conditions
1. Cargo bay doors remain open
2. The RAM is secured in cargo bay
3. Subsequent activity is Attached Element Transport and EOS Payload
Retraction and Stowage
Description
For purposes of accuracy and clarification, this procedure has been
developed, assuming two important conditions; the experimenter crew
is transported to and from orbit in the Shuttle orbiter cabin, and
the RAM is deployed from the cargo bay using a pivoting extension
mechanism. The operational procedures would differ significantly
if the assumptions were made that the experimenter crew were transported
to and from orbit in the RAM and the RAM were deployed from the cargo
bay using an onboard manipulator.
Because the tunnel is flexible it has no sensors to detect atmospheric
leak rate. As a result, operation #11, verification of the tunnel leak
rate must be accomplished by observing the leak rate differential from
the orbiter once the tunnel is pressurized. To do this of course
necessitates that there is no pressure isolation between the Orbiter
and the tunnel.
This procedure has a substantial supporting interface with Crew Transfer-
Shirtsleeve, procedure no. 5-1. Operations 1 through 21 present basically
the preparation for the RAM attached operations procedure. Operations
22 through 33 present the actual activity of RAM attached operations.
These operations, being supportative of a RAM sortie program that includes
several individual experiments, may be conducted in series, in parallel,
may be repeated, or may be deleted depending upon the experiment program

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• North American Rockwell
No. 1.2-2 ALtached Element Operations - Service and Checkout
Assumptions
1. Detached elements (i.e., DRAM) once returned to the supporting
element are considered "attached elements"
2. Detached RAMS are transported to and from the support element
(i.e., MSS) by some propulsive element (i.e., Orbiter, RSM, Tug)
3. The RSM would provide attitude stabilization and control, delta-V
translational, communications, and navigation capability
4. All detached RAM's are assumed to be unmanned during normal operations
Initial Conditions
1. Element to be serviced and checked out has been mated to the active
supporting element and latching/hard docking has occured.
2. Control systems of the attached element are inactivated
3. Attached element has some of its external hatches and probes in a
deployed position
4. Preceding activity is Mating
Final Conditions
1. Subsequent activity is Separation
2. There will be deployment of some external hatches and probes prior
to release of the attached module
Description
This operational procedure defines those operations that pertain to basic
servicing and checkout of one element while' attached to another. These
procedures have been developed for the case of a detached RAM returning
to the Modular Space Station, however the operations are developed in a
generic sense and are therefore relatable to other element pairs with
some modification. In the presentation of these operations, passive
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 12-3
Attached Element Operations - Quiescent Storage
Assumptions
1. E. O. resupply module may contain crew in transport to and from orbit
2. While being mated to the MSS or being retracted into Orbiter cargo
bay, crew is not in E.O. resupply module
3. ''The E.O. resupply module i.s dependent upon active element for
HI)ubsystemH support
4. E.O. resupply module will remain attached to active element for
up to 120 (lays and act as a pantary
Initial Conditions
1. E.O. resupply module has been mated to the active element (MSS) and
latching/hard docking has occured.
2. Preceding activity is mating operations
Final Conditions
1. Subsequent activity is payload retraction
Quiescent storage basically involves a condition wherein one element
remains attached to another for an extended period of time and remains
in a semi-active/dormant state. The passive element, in the procedure
developed here, pertain to an earth orbit resupply module while the
active element is the Modular Space Station. The actual period of
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2.12.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILI'I'Y
Figure 2.12-2 Identflies the applicability of each of the three opera-
tional procedures to the element pairs which have an attached element operations
interface. Those pairs that have no interface involving this activity are so
indicated with a "NA". Of the 49 potential element pairs, 28 have been selected
as having an attached element operations interface. These pairs are indicated
in Figure 2.12-1, with a numeric defining the particular attached element
operational procedure. Refering to this figure it may be seen that of the
28 attached element operations pairs, 2 are for RAM operations, 18 are defined
for Service and Checkout, 4 for Quiescent Storage, and 8 for Checkout only.
Four of the element pairs are represented by two procedures (service and check-
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2.13 DETACHED ELEMENT OPERATIONS
This section presents the operational procedures for detached element
operations, and includes one procedure for each alternate approach identified
in Volume II of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability
of these procedures to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis






Detached element operations involve those operational support activities
provided by a controlling and/or supporting element (ground or space element)
to a separated or detached element in space. In all cases a communication
link provides the interface between the elements. Alternate concepts revolve
around the nature of the supporting element, which may be grouped into two
major categories, ground operations and control, and space operations and
control. Existing space networks involve entirely direct links and inter-
faces between a detached space element and the ground system (MSFN). A
number of elements will continue to operate under such a direct interface
situation in the future. Other ground-controlled situations may involve a
relay space element. Thus, detached element operations directed from the
ground system through another space element acting only as a relay involve
links and interfaces between the two space elements and between the relay
element and the ground. When the relay element is a TDRS, similar procedures
are involved, but the TDRS is given an important role in the operational
functions supporting the detached element, and a new design TDRS ground
station is included. The concept of space operation and control involves a
direct link for space element to detached element operations.
Procedure Numbers 13-1, 13-2, 13-3, and 13-4 (below) describe the
operations involved in each of the above interfacing approaches to detached
element operations. In all cases the essential operations described involve
the same basic functions of command and control, data transfer, monitoring
and checkout, navigation tracking and ranging, and inspection. The opera-
tions differ mostly in degree, depending on the role and extent of involve-
ment of the relay and ground in the functions and operations, the exercise
of real time data transfer and processing in contrast to on-board data
storage and dumping, the capability given to the space element (relay or
space controlling element) for tracking, the need for handover/acquisition
of detached elements, and the degree of automation provided in all elements.
A combination of the ground-controlled links may be required for full support
of future space programs. A combination of the direct ground-to-element
procedure and the ground-to-element via TDRS procedure may be required to
provide full and effective future support of detached elements, particularly
as it involves rapid and high data rate transfer and near-continuous cover-
age. For the direct space element-to-element case, Procedure Number 13-4
illustrates a typical interface between a manned space (controlling) ele-
ment (e.g., MSS) and an unmanned space (controlled) element (e.g., RAM). In
such case the controlling element must be manned to provide full operational
capability. When both elements are unmanned, the case becomes similar to
utilization of the element as a space relay element as described in Procedure
Number 13-2. In the direct space case, the MSS must have on-board data
processing and display and a capability to determine its own position and
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 13-1
Detached Element Operations - Ground Operations and Control - Direct Ground
(MSFN) to Element
Assumptions
1. All communication links are direct between the space element and the
ground station (MSFN).
2. All space element operations and control (other than automated/pre-
programmed operations) are directed from the ground system.
3. The space element will interface and be in view of the ground station
for only a very limited portion of the orbit trajectory.
4. The space element is equipped with on-board data/command receivers,
transmitters, antennas, and other equipments required for command
and data transfer.
Initial Conditions
1. The space element has entered the field of view of the ground station
and is in interface relationship with the ground station for subsequent
operations.
2. Space element receivers are on and able to receive commands from the
ground station.
Final Conditions
1. After completing all appropriate operations during the contact period
available for interfacing operations, the space element continues on
its orbit trajectory out of view of the ground station.
2. Space element operations during the period out of contact will be
performed on the basis of preprogrammed or automated instructions
introduced before launch and/or during contact periods.
3. During long periods out of contact all unnecessary powered equipment
except receivers and essential mission equipment may be turned off to
conserve power.
Description
1. Existing space networks involve entirely direct links-and interfaces
between a detached space element and the ground system (MSFN and user
control center). A number of elements will continue to operate under
such a direct interface situation even though a TDRSS may provide a
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2. This procedure describes five operational sequences for those direct
ground element interfacing links which do not involve any relay cap-
ability. These five operational sequences involve functions of command
and control, data transfer, monitoring and checkout, tracking and rang-
ing, and inspectlon. Since Lthey all have Fratures which may occur
slmul.taneousl I y alll/or sequent I lly, they are all I ntegral to one pro-
cedure .
3. Command and control operations commence with the commands to activate
all equipments on the ground and in the space element, to verify and
authorize command execution, to indicate readiness, to command and
control or monitor operations, and at the end of a contact period to
deactivate all powered equipment not required until the next contact.
4. Data transfer operations follow the initial commands for activation,
verification, and execution. Operations may involve one or another
of two modes of data transfer, both modes implementing the transfer only
during the available contact period. In one mode the data has been
collected and stored for later dumping to the ground station. In the
second mode, the collected data is transferred in real time during the
few minutes or so available. Previously collected data may of course
be dumped while data current to the contact period may be transferred
in.real time. At expiration of the contact period the unnecessary
equipments are deactivated.
5. Monitoring and checkout operations commence as soon as equipments are
activated and operations commanded. Data obtained from the monitoring
and checkout equipment and sensors will be transferred in the same
manner as with data transfer, by dumping and/or real time transfer.
The ground station will receive, process, display, and utilize such
data or store it for later use. A computer will compare such data to
a reference and cause commands to be initiated for correction of faults
if required. These sequences may be repeated as often as required.
6. Navigation operations involving tracking and ranging commence as soon
as equipments, including antennas, RF equipments, transponders, and
receivers/transmitters, are activated and operations commanded. The
ground station S-band tracking antenna is oriented toward the element,
PRN ranging is carried out by both elements and range and range rate
computations are performed. The ground station tracking antenna is
switched to auto-track (for the entire contact period). Tracking
measurements are taken periodically for several orbital passes as
required and tracking errors and ephemerides are computed.
7. Inspection operations commence with activation of equipments and
operations, including activation of an element black and white TV camera
for video inspection of element status and operation.
8. Operational Procedure Number 13-1 shows the detailed sequence of opera-
tions for all five operational functions of command and control, data
transfer, monitoring and checkout, navigation tracking and ranging, and





tion of the element performing the operation, and the reference to the
functional requirements supported by that operation. Figure 2.13-1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OPERATIONAL. PROCEDURE NO. 13-2
Detached Element Operations - Ground Operations and Control - Ground (MSFN)
to Element Via a Space Relay Element
1. All communications between the ground and the space element are by way
of another space c.lement operaLl ng only as a relay.
2. IL Is a lmedt lllt the dtlet:lclhed element will always be in line-of-sight
contact with the relay element. Ilowever, the two element set, being in
low earth orbiL, will be In line-of-sight contact with the ground
station for only a limited time.
3. All detached element operations and control (other than automated/pre-
programmed operations) are directed from the ground station.
4. The detached and relay elements are equipped with compatible on-board
equipments (data/command receivers, transmitters, antennas, transponders/
translators, etc.) for command and data transmission.
Initial Conditions
1. The detached element and relay element have entered the field of view
of the ground station and are in interface relationship with the ground
station for subsequent operations.
2. Detached element receivers are on and both receivers and translater/
transponder on the relay are on and able to receive and relay commands
from the ground station.
Final Conditions
1. After completing all appropriate operations during the contact period,
the space elements continue on their orbit trajectories with both
elements out of view of the ground station.
2. At loss of contact by the relay combination, detached element operations
will be based on preprogrammed or automated instructions.
3. During long periods out of contact all unnecessary powered equipment
except receivers and relay transponder/translator and essential mission
equipment may be turned off to conserve power.
Description
1. This procedure describes five operational sequences for those ground-
element interfacing links which involve an intermediate relay element.
These five operational sequences involve the same functions described
in Operational Procedure No. 13-1, namely command and control, data
transfer, monitoring and checkout, tracking and ranging, and inspection.
2. 13-16 SD 72-SA-0007
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The sequences of operations are quite similar as well. Since they all
have features which may occur simultaneously and/or sequentially they
are all integral to one procedure. Differences in functions and
operations are only in degree and the extent to which the relay element
is given increased capabilities for data transmission and is mechanized
for relay operation at increased complexity.
2. Command and control operations commence with the commands through the
relay to activate equipments in both space elements, to verify and
authorize command execution, to indicate readiness, to command and
control or monitor operations, and finally to deactivate all powered
equipment not required while out of contact.
3. Data transfer operations follow initial commands for activation,
verification and execution. Two modes of data transfer are possible
during the period of contact. In one data is collected and stored for
later dumping through the relay to the ground. In the second data is
transferred in real time through the relay to the ground during the
period of contact. At expiration of the period of contact the un-
necessary equipments are deactivated.
4. Monitoring and checkout operations commence as soon as equipments,
sensors, and controls are activated and operations commanded. Data
obtained will be transferred in the same manner as with data transfer,
by dumping and/or real time transfer. The ground station receives,
processes, displays, and utilizes such data or stores it for later use.
A computer will compare such data to a reference and cause commands
to be initiated for corrections of faults if required. These sequences
may be repeated as often as required.
5. Navigation operations involving tracking and ranging commence as soon
as equipments, including antennas, RF equipments, transponders and
receivers/transmitters, are activated and operations commanded. The
ground station commands the relay and detached elements to orient their
antennas toward each other, based on computer-stored and predicted in-
formation at the ground station. Then PRN ranging is carried out
through the relay element, and range and range rate computations are
performed. The ground antenna is switched to auto-track for the contact
period. Tracking measurements are continued over several orbital passes
as required and tracking errors and ephemerides computed.
6. Inspection operations commence with activation of equipments and
operations, including activation of an element black and white TV
camera for video inspection of element status and operation.
7. Figure. 2.13-1 of Operational Procedure No. 13-1, which shows a block
diagram of the operations performed for the case of direct element to
ground interfaces is also applicable to Operational Procedure No. 13-2,
with the relay element acting only as the intermediate relay repeater.
Additional tracking operations are indicated to include ground com-
mands to orient the antennas of both space elements toward each other
before ranging is begun. Otherwise, any differences are essentially
2. 13-17
SD 72-SA-0007
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in degree rather than in kind. Operational Procedure No. 13-2 shows the
detailed sequence of operations for all five operational functions,
command and control, data transfer, monitoring and checkout, navigation
tracking and ranging, and Inspection. Also given are the rationale the
each operation, the element iperformlng the operatLlon, and the reference
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 13-3
Detached Element Operations - Ground Operations and Control - Ground to
Element Via TDRS
Assumptions
1. All communications between the ground and the detached (user) element
are by way of the TDRS, and a VHF and Ku-band relay of FM or PM signals
is provided.
2. Operational support of the detached element can be provided by two TDRS
spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit.
3. The detached element will almost continuously be in line-of-sight
contact with one or the other of the TDRS spacecraft.
4. All detached element operations and control (other than automated/
preprogrammed operations) are directed from the ground station.
5. During short periods of loss of contact, detached element operations
may be handed over from one TDRS to the other.
6. Simultaneous tracking of the detached element can be provided by two
TDRS spacecraft.
7. A coordinated ground system network is available to include MSFN and
user control centers as well as the TDRS ground station.
8. The user spacecraft is equipped with compatible transponder, antenna,
and processing equipment for command/data transfer.
Initial Conditions
1. The user spacecraft is in the field of view of one or the other TDRS
spacecraft and is in interface relationship with it and the ground.
2. User and TDRS spacecraft receivers and transponder/transmitters are on
and able to receive and relay commands from the ground station.
Final Conditions
1. Depending on duty cycle requirements for various functions and operations,
the detached element may deactivate certain equipments to conserve
power by command from the ground station.
2. During periods of loss of contact (eclipse, handover, etc.), emergency
operation is maintained at a minimum and preprogrammed/automated






1. This procedure describes five operational sequences for ground-element
interfacing links involving a TDRS relay element. These five operational
sequences involve the same functions described in Operational Procedure
No. 13-1. and No. 113-2, namely command and control, data transfer,
monitoring and checkout, tracking and ranging, and inspection. The
sequences of operaLtons are basically similar as well. Since they all
have feaCures which niay occur simultaneously and/or sequentially they
are all. Integral. to one procedure. Differences in functions and
operations are only in degree.
2. Command and control operations commence with command requests generated
at the user control center, to activate equipments, received at the TDRS
network control center for processing, scheduling and signal generation,
transmitted to the TDRS via Ku link, where it is received, repeated/
frequency translated and sent to the user spacecraft. There it is pro-
cessed and either executed and operation verified or returned the same
way for verification and authentication. The ground handling center
receives and processes such returns and the control centers confirm or
correct the command. Command and control VHF handover is performed by
activating a user spacecraft code, adjusting for doppler frequency shift
and signal phase matching and switching over to another TDRS which
reacquires the user spacecraft for continued operation.
3. Data transfer operations follow initial .9mmands for activation,,
verification and execution, and the commands to orient user and TDRS
antennas to each other and data transfer to begin. Data transfer
follows a similar sequence of steps as in command and control. The
data is received (in real time) by the TDRS, repeated and translated and
transmitted to the processing center on the ground where it isreduced
and sent to the user control center. Such transfer continues as long as
required. Data acquisition and handover operations follow a similar seq-
uence as in command and control. When the user is in a dark region out
of sight of both TDRS's, data lock loss may occur due to the switch-
over; such loss or interruption in data transfer would have to be accept-
ed, else a third TDRS would be required. Some preprogrammed operation
may be performed in this time interval until lock-on is restored. In
other handover cases, the switchover operation is one of slewing the
antennas and commanding the user to carry out frequency search for lock-
on and reacquisition.
4. Monitoring and checkout operations commence as soon as equipments,
sensors, and controls are activated and operations commanded. Data
obtained will be transferred in the same real time manner as with data
transfer. The ground station receives, processes, displays and
utilizes such data or stores it for later use. A computer will com-
pare such'data to a reference and cause commands to be initiated for
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5. Navigation operations involving tracking and ranging commence as soon
as equipments, including antennas, RF equipments, transponders and
receivers/transmitters, are activated and operations commanded. The
ground station commands the TDRS and detached element to orient their
antennas toward each other, based on computer-stored and predicted in-
formation at the ground station. Then PRN ranging is carried out
through the TDRS, and range and range rate computations are performed.
'I'Ve ground antenna Is switched to auto-track foxr Lthe contact period.
'Lacking measurements are continued over several orbital passes as
required and tracking errors and ephemerides computed.
6. Inspection operations commence with activation of equipments and opera-
tions, including activation of an element black and white TV camera for
video inspection of element status and operation. Data is transmitted
through the TDRS to ground, where it is processed and used for correction
and control.
7. Operational Procedure No. 13-3 shows the detailed sequence of operations
for all five operational functions, command and control, data transfer,
monitoring and checkout, navigation tracking and ranging, and inspection.
Also given are the rationale for each operation, the element performing
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE NO. 13-4
Detached Element Operations - Space Operations and Control - Manned Space
(Controlling) Element/Unmanned Space (Controlled) Element
Assumptions
I.. Operations and control are implemented by a direct communications link
from the controlling space element to the detached (controlled) element.
2. All operations support is provided by the controlling element (e.g.,
MSS/RAM).
3. The controlling element is manned for full operational capability.
4. The detached element is always in line-of-sight contact with the control-
ling element.
5. On-board processing and display and compatible element-to-element
computer capability are available.
Initial Conditions
1. The detached element is in line-of-sight view of the controlling ele-
ment and is in interface relationship with it for subsequent operations.
2. Detached element receivers are on and able to receive commands from
the controlling element.
Final Conditions
1. Mission experiments and/or operations may be discontinued by command
from the controlling element.
Description
1. This procedure describes five operational sequences for those space
element to element interfacing links which involve a direct communications
link. These five operational sequences involve the same basic functions
described in Operational Procedure No. 13-1, 13-2, and 13-3, namely
command and control, data transfer, monitoring and checkout, tracking
and ranging, and inspection, except that the space controlling ele-
ment replaces the ground control. The sequences of operations are
basically similar as well. Since they all have features which may occur
simultaneously and/or sequentially they are all integral to one pro-
cedure.
2. Command and control operations commence with the commands to activate
the equipments in both space elements, to verify and authorize command
execution, to indicate readiness, to command and control or monitor
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3. Data transfer operations follow initial commands for activation, veri-
fication and execution. Two modes of data transfer are possible during
the period of interfacing activity. In one data is collected and stored
for later dumping to the controlling element. In the second, data is
transferred in real time. In either case the data is received, processed,
and used or stored for later use, or sent to ground for utilization.
4. Monitoring and checkout operations commence as soon as equipments,
sensors, and controls are activated and operations commanded. Data
obtained will be transferred in the same manner as with data transfer,
by dumping and/or real time transfer. The controlling element receives,
processes, displays and utilizes such data or stores it for later use.
A computer will compare such data to a reference and cause commands to
be initiated for corrections of faults if required. These sequences
may be repeated as often as required.
5. Navigation operations involving tracking and ranging commence as soon.
as equipments, including antennas, RF equipments, transponders and
receivers/transmitters, are activated and operations commanded. Control-
ling element commands cause both elements to orient their antennas
toward each other, based on computer-stored and predicted information.
Then PRN ranging is carried out and range and range rate computations
are performed. The controlling element' antenna is switched to auto-
track mode. The controlling element also measures its own position with
horizon sensors and star tracking in order to track and determine
accurately the position and range of the controlled element. Tracking
measurements are continued as required and tracking errors and ephemerides
computed.
6. Inspection operations commence with activation of equipments and opera-
tions, including activation of an element black and white TV camera for
video inspection of element status and operation and correction by
command as required. This sequence is repeated as required.
7. Operational Procedure No. 13-4 shows the detailed sequence of opera-
tions for all five operational functions, command and control, data
transfer, monitoring and checkout, navigation tracking and ranging,
and inspection. Also given are the rationale for each operation,
the element performing the operation and the reference to the functional
requirements supported. Figure 2.13-1 of Operational Procedure No.
13-1, which shows a block flow diagram of the operations performed for
the case of direct element to ground interfaces, is applicable, as
amended for Operational Procedure No. 13-2, for this Operational
Procedure No. 13-4 if the controlling element is substituted for the
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Figure 2.13-2 summarizes the essential procedural operations developed
for the four alternate approaches for detached element operations in order to
indicate procedural commonalities, similarities and/or differences for applic-
ability to various interface element situations. The major difference
between space and ground control procedures results from the necessity to
maintain continuity of the tracking and communications link. Communications
operations procedures show similar differences. During space control opera-
tion, it is assumed that the command element is in continuous line of sight,
allowing a continuous (as necessary) operation between elements until mission
completion. When ground control is the operational mode, continuity cannot be
guaranteed. If the MSFN stations are being used, handover from one station to
the next must be accomplished until the mission completion. This means pre-
dictions of ephemerides, acquisition, verification, and continued operation
of the link at each succeeding station. A similar handover is necessary from
one TDRS to the other. TDRS could be a nearly continuous operation, whereas
gaps are likely with MSFN.
Figure 2.13-3 presents in matrix format the procedures applicable to
the interfacing elements in the space vehicle inventory. Moving to the right
in the upper half of the figure is the list of potential detached space ele-
ments controlled for operations by one of the controlling space elements in
the vertical list. Moving downward in the bottom half of the figure is the
list of potential detached space elements controlling the operations of one
of the detached elements in the horizontal list. Of the 17 elements listed,
at least 5 are potential controlling elements while some 15 can be controlled
elements. Most of the interactions involve interfaces with the orbiter (15)
and the space-based tug (11). Within each coordinate box in the matrix, an
entry is shown, indicating the applicable detached element operations procedure
for the pair of interfacing elements involved. The only procedure involving
two directly interfacing and interacting space elements, one as controlling
element and the other as controlled element, is Operational Procedure No. 13-4
for the approach category of space operations and control. Since the ground
system is not considered an element, by definition, the three operational
procedures involving ground operations and control are not shown as entries
into the matrix. However, each active potential element pair which has a
matrix entry for Operational Procedure Number 4 may likewise be supported by
a ground system either directly, or through another space relay element, or
through TDRS. Therefore, each of these cases may also have in each relevant
matrix box the entries for applicable Operational Procedures Numbers 13-1,
13-2, and 13-3. Applicability is basic, differing essentially in degree of
implementation and complexity and the necessity to maintain continuity of
tracking and communications (Figure 2.13-2 and discussion in preceding
paragraph).
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2.14 ATTACHED ELEMENT TRANSPORT
This section presents the operational procedures for attached element
transport, and includes one procedure for both alternate approaches identified
in Volume II of this report. Also presented and discussed is the applicability
of this procedure to each element pair included in the in-depth analysis
portion of the Orbital Operations Study.
2.14.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
In mission phases where an element is attached to a propulsive vehicle
for movement from one orbital position to another while in earth orbit, the
interface activity between these two elements while in such movement is
Attached Element Transport Activity. The transporting vehicle must be
performing a thrusting maneuver while carrying the attached element. A
number of elements may be transporting elements, such as orbiter, tug,
RNS, OIS and CPS; or transported elements such as tug, RAM, satellite,
resupply module, or station module. Attachment so the thrusting vehicle
may be either internally as a payload in the orbiter cargo bay or externally
as a module being transported by a tug. Except for those cases where the
two elements are attached on the ground and brought up together to
initial orbit, mating is a prerequisite to transport. In addition, this
activity may occur in connection with other interfacing activities,
including mating, orbital assembly, rendezvous and separation. Communica-
tions will be inherent in the reporting of activities or remote control
of their operations while the two elements are attached, and require data
transfer.
The procedure for attached element transport operations involving
either internal attachment (e.g., orbiter) or external attachment (tug)
with an attached RAM payload is described in the following Procedure
No. 14-1. The operations are essentially identical for both internal
and external attachment, and involve monitoring and checkout of the
attached element, alignment of the thrust vector of the transporting
element with the center of gravity of the combined elements, main engine
thrusting, orbit verification and communications for command and data






Operational Procedure No. 14-1
Attached Element Transport - Internal or External Attachment with Local
Control - Orbiter (Internal) or Tug (External) with RAM Payload
Assumptions
1. The element is secured internally in the EOS Orbiter cargo bay
and externally on the Tug.
2. The transport activity will only be considered for inter-orbit
transfer.
3. Manipulator or pivoting platform mechanism is available on the
Orbiter and the attached clement has compatible docking mechanisms
at both ends.
4. The transporting element is the control center for transport
operations and supplies the commands and navigation data for
handover of the attached element.
5. Hardwire communications exist between the attached element and
the transporting element.
Initial Conditions
1. The transporting vehicle is mated to the element to be transported.
Mating may have occurred on the ground or in earth orbit.
Final Conditions
1. The thrusting maneuver has been completed and resultant orbital
Description
1. Figure 2.14-1 shows a block flow diagram of the operations
involved. Essential operations during transport will include
monitoring and checkout of the attached element, alignment of
the thrust vector of the transporting element with the center of
gravity of the combined elements, main engine thrusting, verifica-
tion of the orbit, and communications for command and data transfer.
These functions may be performed during all associated operations
carried out while the elements are in orbital transport.
2. The procedure is essentially identical for both internal and
external attachment. Some differences will exist in some details
of the retention assembly design, dynamic loads and deflections,
and alignment action, without significantly altering the nature
of the specified operations.
3. Operational Procedure 14-1 shows the detailed sequence of opera-
tions for attached element transport, including the element performing
the operation, the rationale for the operation, and the reference
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2.14.2 PROCEDURES APPLICABILITY
The differences in procedures developed for transport of payloads
internally as compared to externally are relatively small and one procedure
is applicable to both modes of attachment. The differences that do exist for
initial attachment and for rigidizatlon are the same as those occurring in
associated interfacing activities as shown below:
Initual attachment
Rigidization
Same as Mating and EOS Payload
Retraction and Stowage
Same as Orbital Assembly
Figure 2.14-2 presents in matrix format the procedures applicable to
the interfacing elements in the space vehicle inventory. Moving to the
right in the upper half of the figure is the list of potential elements
that can be transported by one of the elements in the vertical list. Moving
downward in the bottom half of the figure is the list of potential elements
that can transport one of the elements in the horizontal list. Of the 17
elements listed, only four (EOS orbiter, RTN tug, space-based tug and OIS)
are transporter vehicles of other elements; the CPS/CLS is considered only
in a nonmodular mode, RNS and OLS in a modular mode, and OPD in either mod-
ular or nonmodular mode. Thus, EOS may transport 14 elements, RTN tug 1
element, space-based tug 12 elements, and OIS 2 elements.
Within each coordinated box in the matrix, an entry is shown, indicating
the applicability of the attached element transport procedure for the pair of
interfacing elements involved.
4 .
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